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Clustering Documents Using Structural Similarity Based
on Case Sets

-Applied for Technological Problems from Patents-
Hitomi Yanaka and Yukio Ohsawa1

Abstract. The description of technological problems in patent doc-
uments is important to understand the motivation of the invented
technology. Understanding the motivation helps us to analyze trends
of the technologies contained in a set of patent documents. Here, we
approach the classification of documents based on analogy of struc-
tures of the problem descriptions. The purpose of this study is to
develop a method for patent classification, with the use of hierarchi-
cal clustering based on the structural similarity of problems to be
solved by the patented invention. First, we present an approach for
extracting predicate-argument structures in the contents of patents.
Second, we propose the similarity function to measure the structural
similarity between the case sets. The result of the questionnaire sur-
vey showed that the structural similarity between patent documents
can be calculated with the use of the predicate-argument structures.
Furthermore, the survey indicated that comprehension of document
structures can be increased by reading the documents reconstructed
by the predicate-argument structures.

1 INTRODUCTION

Patent documents provide relevant knowledge of previous inventions
and their motivations. New inventors can take the advantage of those
previous inventions and learn possible trends of technological prob-
lems for future inventions. Due to the variety and large amount of
documents of previous inventions, the classification of those helps
the search of a relevant document for a new context and problem.
Currently, existing standard codes of classification systems are used
to support patent document search. Patent examiners can search sim-
ilar patent documents written in different technical words by using
classification codes. There are different kinds of classification sys-
tems. For example, IPC (International Patent Classification) is a clas-
sification system to grant the classification code in the patent docu-
ment in accordance with the hierarchy of technical content. Some
classification systems are proposed in each region. For example,
FI(File Index) is used in Japan, ECLA(European Classification) is
used in Europe, and USPC(U.S. Patent Classification) is used in the
U.S. Patent examiners use these different classification systems de-
pending on their purposes. Furthermore, these classification codes
have been updated manually by experts. For improving the robust-
ness and efficiency of the patent classifications, a method to classify
patents automatically based on the technological problems has been
demanded.

1 Department of Systems Innovation, Faculty of Engineering, Uni-
versity of Tokyo, 7-3-1 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan, email:
h2.yanaka@gmail.com, ohsawa@sys.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp

A patent map is also a method of patent classification. Here patent
information is collected for a specific purpose of use and depicted in
a visual form of presentation such as a chart, matrix, graph, or table.
Fig.1 shows an example of patent matrix map of fuel cell. Like this,
the trend of target technology fields can be visualized by the patent
map. However, details of patent documents contained in each bubble
cannot be identified at a glance. In addition, target technology fields
have been also specified manually by experts.

Figure 1. Example of matrix map of fuel cell: the size of pie chart shows
the number of patents (in accordance with this technology and the

effectiveness of patent). The figure in a pie shows the number of registered
documents.

In patent analysis with these methods, analogy is expected to be
useful for solving problems in technology development. The analogy
is the process toward understanding the problem and solving it from
the relation between the base (sometimes called the source) and the
target. In patent analysis, the base is the patent data that is already
familiar with, whereas the target is the technological problem that
we want to understand and solve. In analogy, the correspondence
between the target and the base, if noticed, triggers the solution of
the target.

According to the structure mapping theory [6][3], there are two
kinds of similarities: superficial similarity and structural similarity.
The superficial similarity is characterized by elements contained in
the target and the base. For example, let us take the following two
sentences:

Sentence 1: Water is cold.
Sentence 2: Water is liquid.

Then, both sentences have the same word “water” and the superficial
similarity is completed. Relation of the sentences is written below.
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cold (water) → liquid (water)
The structural similarity is characterized by the primary or higher-
order relationships between elements included in them.

Sentence 3: A planet revolves around the sun.
Sentence 4: An electron revolves around the atom.

Then, both sentences have the same structure, “A revolves around B”
and structural similarity is completed. Relation of the sentences is
written below.
revolve− around (planet, thesun)

→ revolve− around (electron, atom)
MAC / FAC (Many Are Called, but Few Are Chosen) model has

been proposed as a model to search common elements between the
base and the target based on the superficial similarity, and to assess
the validity of the reasoning by evaluating the structural similarity
between the base and target [5]. If two patents of different fields of
technology are similar in problem structures, they are different in the
superficial similarity but similar in the structural similarity. In MAC /
FAC model, the structural similarity cannot be found at first and it is
difficult to recognize the relations between different fields of technol-
ogy. According to the previous study about chance discovery[10], a
hidden relation provides new knowledge. Therefore, if we can find a
relation between patents based on the structural similarity, we can re-
gard a chance discovery inference in which creative technology strat-
egy can be generated. In addition, clustering and classifying patents
based on the structural similarity help to find the relations between
them. Therefore, we build the hypothesis that it is possible to produce
a creative strategy of technology to see the visualization of patents
classified by the structural similarity of technological problems.

In this study, we proposed a method for clustering and classifying
patents as a method to support the creation of technical development
strategy, based on the structural similarity of texts expressing techno-
logical problems to be solved by invention. In addition, we proposed
a method of visualization of patents to be able to grasp the contents
of the technological problems of each patent in a cluster at a glance.

2 RELEVANT STUDY

2.1 Knowledge Representation by
Predicate-argument Structure

In English-speaking countries, some researchers suggested an anal-
ogy method, which converts a sentence to a logical form by syn-
tactic analysis, in the process of question answering and recogni-
tion of implicational relations [9][12]. The previous study[9] showed
that predicate logic formation helps to pinpoint exact answers for
questions and justify answers on a state-of-the-art question answer-
ing system. Furthermore, the other previous study[12] showed that
predicate logic formation indicates robust inference and improve to
recognize textual inferences by machine learning.

Inspired by such previous work, we proposed a method to support
analogy for humans with the use of predicate-argument structures.
Predicate-argument structures represent what arguments are related
to a predicate, and forms a basic unit for expressing the meaning
of a sentence. We express sentences of technological problems by
the combination of important predicate-argument structures. In this
study, we focus on a first-order predicate logic formation to under-
stand technological problems easily. As a simple and human-friendly
format, the predicate-argument structures are composed of verbs,
nouns, and the cases of nouns. By looking at technological prob-
lems written by the predicate-argument structures and comparing the
structures with each other, patent examiners can find the structural

similarity between the problems. Therefore, we have the hypothe-
sis that with the use of predicate-argument structures, the examiners
can easily use analogy and understand how each patent document
approaches technological problems.

2.2 Measurement of Structural Similarity between
Documents

The previous study [2] evaluated the method to calculate the struc-
tural similarity between sentences consisting of two words by con-
version to tuples from an entity-relation graph. It considers structures
of documents as an entity-relation graph, in which vertices corre-
spond to entities and edges correspond to lexical-syntactic patterns
that represent semantic relations between entities. Then, the previous
study proposed numerous kernel functions to measure the degree of
analogy between two tuples. This method does not assume a particu-
lar relation representation. However, a dependency relation between
words can help to increase the accuracy of measuring the structural
similarity between documents. Therefore, we use a dependency rela-
tion between the predicates and the variables of predicate-argument
structures in documents to measure the structural similarity between
the documents.

To identify relationships between predicate-argument structures,
we focus on the case grammar theory. The case grammar theory is
a theory that deals with the essential predicate-argument structure.
It describes the logical form of a sentence in terms of a predicate
and a series of case-labeled arguments such as agent, object, and
location[4]. In Japanese, the case is represented by case particles,
such as “ga” (which means subjective case), “wo” (which means ac-
cusative case), and “ni” (which means objective case). In previous
study, wide case frames are automatically constructed from the web
corpus.[7] The concept of case frames is based on the hypothesis that
a couple of a verb and its closest case is explicitly expressed on the
surface of text, and can be considered to play an important role in
sentence meanings. Therefore, the couples of verbs and their clos-
est cases are aggregated for each usage of the verbs, and basic case
frames are generated. Then, the basic case frames are clustered to
merge similar case frames in a thesaurus and wide case frames are
generated.

In this study, based on the concept of case frames, we treat the
structural similarity of documents as the similarity of the combina-
tion of cases in the documents. In order to measure the structural
similarity, we calculate a distance between documents as a distance
between the case sets in the documents. In the case set, we regard
a combination of a case particle and a noun which has been used in
predicate-argument structure in documents as one element. The next
chapter describes the details.

3 METHOD
In this study, we used unexamined Japanese patent applications,
which were published from 2013 to 2015 and contain the word
“condiment” in the content of “problems to be solved by the in-
vention” as datasets to make clusters and visualize. The number of
the documents was 185. The proposed method consists of four steps
shown in Fig.2. Below let us describe details of each step.

3.1 Summarization of Technological Problem
We extract the technological problem from the content of “problems
to be solved by the invention.” We approach this problem by sum-
marizing the content. The summary of the content is constructed by
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Figure 2. Flow chart of the proposed method

selecting the most important sentence from the content. In the previ-
ous study[11], the scoring method by the amount of information in
the sentence is proposed to select the most important sentence. This
method is based on the hypothesis that an earlier appearance of a
word is more informative and scoring a sentence with a combination
of appearance position and the frequency of words. The method to
calculate the score of a sentence s, is described as Eq. (1).

score(s) =
1

||s||
∑
i

logfreq(wi)pos(wi) (1)

In Bag-of-Words model, the probability of a word w in a sentence s
can be measured by its frequency as freq(w)/||s|| , where freq(w)
indicates the frequency of w in s and ||s|| indicates the total number
of words in s. w indicates the i th word in s. pos(w) , which is
the weight of the positions of w in a sentence s, is defined by the
position of the appearances of word w in s. The word score pos(w)
is calculated by a geometric sequence, on the assumption that the
score of every appearance of a word is the sum of the scores of all
the following appearances of it. This sequence is defined as f(w, s, i)
in Eq.(2) for the i th appearance of word w in s.

f(w, s, i) = f(w, s, i+1)+ f(w, s, i+2)+ · · ·+ f(w, s, n) (2)

The content of “problems to be solved by the invention” repre-
sents the technological problem, starting from what previous meth-
ods could not solve, followed by details, concluding with the purpose
of the patent. Important words tend to appear at the beginning and re-
peatedly in the content. Therefore, the scoring method is adequate to
summarize the content. The sentence of the maximum score(s) in
Eq. (1) is here selected as the summary. The length of the summary
is fixed as around 100 words to recognize at a glance.

3.2 Extraction of Predicate-argument Structures
The summary of a technological problem is expressed as the com-
bination of predicate-argument structures. We use dependency pars-
ing of the summary and extract predicate-argument structures. As a
framework of the technological problem, predicate-argument struc-
tures are composed of nouns, case particles, and verbs. For morpho-
logical analysis, we use Juman[8] and for dependency parsing, we
use KNP[7]. Both of Juman and KNP are appropriate for Japanese
language. If consecutive nouns including prefix or suffix are con-
tained in the sentence, we regard them as a whole word. Numbers,
pronouns, and syncategorematic words are excluded from the ex-
tent of research object. We extract categorematic verbs as predi-
cates. When the verbal auxiliary, “nai” (means adding negative) fol-
lowed after the verb, we mention it behind the verb. We analyze
the result of dependency parsing then define each verb written in
root as a predicate, and relevant nouns as values of variables of the
predicate.If a certain technological problem contains two predicate-
argument structure A,B and both of them contains two variables,
the technological problem is represented by this format below. Each
word is connected by the symbol “ + ” and each predicate-argument
structure is connected by the symbol “ , ”.
noun1A + case1A + noun2A + case2A + verbA,
noun1B + case1B + noun2B + case2B + verbB

3.3 Measurement of Structural Similarity between
Case Sets

More than one predicate-argument structure must be included in a
document. As the predicate-argument structure is the framework of
the document, the distance between the documents assumes to be the

3



same as a total of the distances between their predicate-argument
structures. Therefore, we calculate a distance between two patent
documents as the distance between the combinations of cases in the
documents. By this calculation, the distance between two documents
can be determined according to their predicate-argument structures.

The case set is defined as a combination of case particles and vari-
ables in a sentence. If a certain sentence i contains n variables, the
case set of the sentence seti is represented as Eq.(3). Here, a vari-
able in the predicate-argument structure valn is digitized by an ap-
pearance order in the sentence. When the same noun appears more
than once, the first appearance order is adopted. casen is defined as
the type of case particles related to valn in the predicate-argument
structure. In Japanese, there are 9 case particles: wo, ni, ga, de, no,
yori, he, ya, kara, to.

seti = {case1(val1), case2(val2), · · · , casen(valn)} (3)

The distance of two documents i, j is calculated by the number of
elements of the difference set of the case sets as follows:

disti,j = seti \ setj (4)

Let us consider the distance of two Japanese sentences represented
by the format of predicate-argument structures below.

1. A+“ga”+B+“ni”+C, A+“ga”+D+“wo”+E+“ni”+F,
D+“ga”+G+“ni”+H+“wo”+I

2. J+“ga”+K+“ni”+L, J+“ga”+M+“kara”+N+“he”+O

In the first sentence, there are 3 predicate-argument structures and
8 variables. The first predicate-argument structure and the second
predicate-argument structure contain the same variable “A”. The sec-
ond predicate-argument structure and the third predicate-argument
structure contain the same variable “D”. The case set of the first sen-
tence is written as Eq.(5).

{“ga′′(1), “ni′′(2), “ga′′(1), “wo′′(3),
“ni′′(4), “ga′′(4), “ni′′(5), “wo′′(6)} (5)

In the second sentence, there are 2 predicate-argument structures and
5 variables. The first predicate-argument structure and the second
predicate-argument structure contain the same valuable “J”. The case
set of the second sentence is written as Eq.(6).

{“ga′′(1), “ni′′(2), “ga′′(1), “kara′′(3), “he′′(4)} (6)

Therefore, the difference set of these two case sets is calculated as
Eq.(7) and the structural distance of the two sentences is calculated
as 7.

{“wo′′(3), “ni′′(4), “ga′′(4), “ni′′(5),
“wo′′(6), “kara′′(3), “he′′(4)} (7)

3.4 Hierarchical Clustering and Visualization of
Patents

Hierarchical clustering by using average linkage is selected as a
method of cluster analysis of technological problems of patents. The
reason why hierarchical clustering is selected is that the relationship
between clusters is visualized by it. Then, we propose a method of
visualization of technological problems. The format of output data is
JSON, which is a lightweight data-interchange format. The embed-
ded structure of the data is composed of the number of the cluster,
the technological problem solved by each patent document, and the
patent number in sequence. In visualization, we use D3.js, which is a
JavaScript library for visualizing data with JSON, HTML, and CSS.

4 QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY
4.1 Questionnaire Hypothesis
We carried out a questionnaire survey to evaluate the validity of clus-
tering and usefulness of visualization. We have three hypotheses as
follows:

1. The distance between the case sets in documents reflects the struc-
tural distance between documents.
In this study, we regard the structural distance between documents
as the distance between the case sets in documents. To verify the
validity of this hypothesis, we should confirm that the cluster is
clustered based on the structural similarity.

2. Representing technological problems as predicate-argument struc-
tures helps to understand technological problems easily and accu-
rately.
Shown in the previous study[9], predicate-argument structures can
help to find exact answers for questions. Therefore, participants
can understand the structures of technological problems more eas-
ily by reading the documents formed with predicate-argument
structures than by reading the plain texts. Also, the awareness of
the causal structures of technological problems can be increased
by the formation of predicate-argument structures.

3. Representing technological problems as predicate-argument struc-
tures helps to support analogy and to find common problems in
different fields of technology.
In relation to the second hypothesis, participants can find common
problems in different fields of technology more easily by reading
the documents formed with predicate-argument structures.

4.2 Questionnaire Details
To verify these hypotheses above, a questionnaire survey conducted
to 18 participants in twenties in June, 2016. All relevant consent and
human subject approvals were obtained for this experiment. We se-
lected two clusters from the result of the cluster analysis and made a
questionnaire form with each cluster. The questionnaire 1 was made
with the cluster which contains three documents and the question-
naire 2 was made with the cluster which contains five documents.
Half of all participants were given the questionnaire 1 and the other
half were given the questionnaire 2. The reason why we selected dif-
ferent size of the clusters is that we have a hypothesis that it is more
difficult to capture the structural similarity of documents if a num-
ber of documents increases and then people prefer to refer predicate-
argument structures to answer the analogy question.

We presented the participants both the original documents and the
result of the cluster analysis. Then, we asked 3 questions for the
group of original documents and the result of the cluster analysis.
The 3 questions are shown below.

Part 1. Comparing the two documents, as seen from the structure of
each document, choose a word that corresponds to the word in one
document from the words in the other. An example question is shown
below.
Question: Comparing No.2015104322 with No.2015112075 in
Fig.3, please choose a word that corresponds to the ”taste ” of
No.2015104322 from the words in No.2015112075.
Choices: flavor, liquid condiment, denseness, smell, flavor, veg-
etable, rich, problem
The correct answer: flavor
This part contains two multiple choice questions. The correct answer
is determined by the discussion among the author and two patent
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experts engaged in the intellectual property department of the food
company for more than three years.

Part 2. Please answer the technological problems which may be com-
mon in the cluster. (example answer: All of the sentences refers “a
method of manufacturing a composition about the food” as a com-
mon issue.) If you cannot find common technical problems, please
answer “nothing.”
This part is free description type of the question. To make it easier to
answer this part, an example answer is described in it.

Part 3. Which type of question is easier to answer, plain texts or
predicate-argument structures?

The part 2 is a question to verify the hypothesis 1 and hypothesis 3.
The part 1 and 3 are questions to verify the hypothesis 2.

5 RESULT AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Result of the Clusterization
Fig.3 shows the overall and one cluster of the result of the cluster
analysis. The number of clusters was determined as 30. The number
of elements in each cluster was in the range of 1 - 136. The number
was inclined to one element and the number of clusters which con-
tain only one element was 21. However, this tendency can be seen
because clustering is based on the structural similarity of technolog-
ical problems and many documents with different structures are in-
cluded in datasets. Therefore, as mentioned at 4.1, the validity of the
result is evaluated by the results of the questionnaire.

5.2 Result of the Questionnaire Survey
Table.1 shows the percentage of correct answers between plain texts
and predicate-argument structures at Part 1. The percentage was cal-
culated by the average of two questions.

Table 1. Percentage of correct answers between plain texts and
predicate-argument structures

PT PS Chi-square test
Questionnaire1 27.8 38.9 p < 0.05
Questionnaire2 50.0 77.8 p < 0.05
PT:plain texts, PS:predicate-argument structures

Shown in Table.1, the percentage of correct answers was increased
by reading the documents formed with predicate-argument struc-
tures. In addition, the difference in the percentage of correct answers
was significant in the chi-square test. (significant level p < 0.05) This
indicates that the use of predicate-argument structures is effective for
humans to understand the structure of documents.

Table.2 and Table.3 show common technological problems an-
swered at Part 2 in Questionnaire 1 and Questionnaire 2.

Table 2. Common technological problems answered at Questionnaire 1,
Part 2

Common problem Number

PT

improvement of taste 5
property change of material 2

production of condiment 1
analysis of condiment 1

PS improvement of taste 8
property change of material 1

PT:plain texts, PS:predicate-argument structures

Table 3. Common technological problems answered at Questionnaire 2,
Part 2

Common problem Number

PT

improvement of taste 3
preservation method 2

prevent deterioration of liquid 2
solving problems of food additives 1

production of condiment 1

PS
improvement of taste 6

solving problems of food additives 2
production of condiment 1

PT:plain texts, PS:predicate-argument structures

The technological problem of each patent in the clusters used in
the questionnaires is an improvement in the taste of different condi-
ments with different materials. Hence, the improvement of the taste
can be considered as a common structure of technological problems.
Shown in Table 2 and Table 3, the improvement of the taste was an-
swered as a common technological problem in both of the question-
naires. This result suggests that the distance between the case sets in
documents reflect the structural distance between documents. In ad-
dition, comparing plain texts with predicate-argument structures, the
answers were less varied in predicate-argument structures. This indi-
cates that the common structure of technological problems should be
more easily grasped from documents formed by predicate-argument
structures. Furthermore, comparing the two questionnaires, the an-
swers were more varied in the questionnaire 2. This implies that the
common structure of technological problems should be more easily
grasped if the number of sentences for comparison is smaller.

Table.4 shows the percentage of selected answers at Part 3.

Table 4. Percentage of selected answers

PT PS Chi-square test
Questionnaire1 55.6 44.4 non-significant
Questionnaire2 55.6 44.4 non-significant
PT:plain texts, PS:predicate-argument structures

Shown in Table.4, the readability was no difference between
predicate-argument structures and plain texts. Furthermore, the pref-
erence of predicate-argument structure was no difference by the de-
gree of the difficulty of the analogical problem. There are two reasons
for this. First, some participants pointed out they didn’t understand
the meaning of the symbol “ + ” and “ , ”. It indicates that some par-
ticipants couldn’t grasp the structure of documents from predicate-
argument structures. Because the questionnaire did not contain the
explanation about how to form predicate-argument structures, the
explanation should be added to it. Second, some participants said
conjunctions in plain texts helped to understand the structure of doc-
uments. Therefore, the relations between predicate-argument struc-
tures should be represented in them.

6 CONCLUSION

This study proposes a novel method for text clustering. Compared
with the previous method of frequent term based text clustering[1],
extracting predicate-argument structures from patent documents and
calculating the distance between patent documents based on case sets
in the predicate-argument structures is a new approach. In the ques-
tionnaire survey, some participants found the same common prob-
lems from the cluster. This indicates that the proposed method can
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Figure 3. Overall and one cluster of the result of the cluster analysis

be a method of document clustering based on the structural similar-
ity. However, relations between clauses are not reflected in the struc-
tural similarity of documents because this proposed method cannot
consider relations between clauses such as subordinate clause and
parallel clause. Therefore, an issue in the future is to design the dis-
tance between the documents, considering both relations between
predicate-argument structures and relations between clauses.

Furthermore, the questionnaire survey also indicates that the per-
centage of correct answers can be increased by reading the docu-
ments formed by predicate-argument structures. Therefore, this visu-
alization method is thought to be effective to support to search some
patent documents relating to inventors’ own technological problems.
However, the survey also indicates that the readability is no differ-
ence between predicate-argument structures and plain texts. It is due
to the lack of explanation of the questionnaire and there is a need for
improvement of the questionnaire survey. Also, it is necessary to im-
prove the format of predicate-argument structure easily to understand
the structure for humans.
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Chance Curation in Virtual Cognitive Niches
Selene Arfini, Tommaso Bertolotti, and Lorenzo Magnani 1

Abstract. In this paper we consider chance curation (the task
of easing chance-discovery activities for users) as far as it con-
cerns information sharing in online communities, understood as vir-
tual cognitive niches. Virtual cognitive niches can be considered
as digitally-encoded collaborative distributions of information and
pieces of knowledge into the environment. The scope of chance cu-
ration within these contexts depends on the quality of the information
externalized, the aptness of the information-sharing mechanisms to
the agents’ purposes and the control they can implement over the sys-
tem. Online communities, as socially biased networks, provide more
ways to connect the users to each other than to control the quality of
the information they share and receive. We contend that this social
bias shapes chance curation into the discrimination between what
Nagy and Neff called “imagined affordances” (the combination of
users’ perceptions, attitudes and expectations over the functionality
of a particular technology) and what we can call “critical chance”,
which are event-related data that conceal a particularly good oppor-
tunity or a particularly dreadful risk for the agent and her surround-
ings.

Introduction

The notion of curation in the framework of chance discovery was
first introduced by Abe in 2010 [1], where he reviewed various types
of curation as display strategies in particular contexts, such as ex-
hibitions, galleries, archives and museums. The task of promoting
and enabling the availability of certain products of artwork and arti-
facts to appropriate audiences was the key to comprehend the aided
connection between users and the displaying framework as a perfor-
mance of chance discovery2. He also proposed an interesting list of
features for curation in chance discovery:

• Curation is a task to offer users opportunities to discover chances.
• Curation should be conducted with considering implicit and po-

tential possibilities.
• Chances should not be explicitly displayed to users.
• However, such chances should be rather easily discovered and ar-

ranged according to the user’s interests and situations.
• There should be a certain freedom for user to arrange chances. [1,

p. 797]

Abe’s definition is particularly interesting as far as online com-

1 Department of Philosophy, Education and Economical-Quantitative Sci-
ences, University of Chieti and Pescara, Italy. Department of Hu-
manities and Computational Philosophy Laboratory, University of
Pavia, Italy. Emails: selene.arfini@gmail.com (corresponding author),
bertolotti@unipv.it, lmagnani@unipv.it.

2 Indeed, as clearly shown by Ohsawa and Fukuda [19], one of the essential
goal for chance discovery studies is to understand the emergence and avail-
ability of hidden stimuli towards new chance embedded in communication
and displaying strategies (such as visualization techniques).

munities such as social networking websites are concerned because
they are engineered not only as to be “fool proof,” but to naturally co-
opt the inferential patterns developed by human beings in settings of
real-life cognition (and hence chance discovery), for instance social-
cognition and one’s natural disposition towards sharing [25].

In order to better spell out our vision, this paper will be divided in
three parts, in which we will examine aspects of chance curation per-
formed in online communities. In the first section, we will frame on-
line communities as virtual cognitive niches: for this to make sense,
we will briefly explain the notion of cognitive niche also by relying
on the concept of affordance that, although not properly belonging
to the chance-discovery paradigm, has already fruitfully interacted
with the latter. In the second part, we will then focus on the particu-
lar forms of explicit and implicit communication performed in virtual
cognitive niches, which consent the execution of different chance cu-
ration strategies with respect to “concrete” cognitive niches: the fo-
cus on the virtual domain, the docility-based relation with truth and
the social virtues of fallacies. In the third part we will discuss about
the consequences of the use (and abuse) of those chance curation
strategies in order to enrich the activity of sharing diverse types of
information in online communities.

We will claim that, if chance-curation strategies contribute to
the implementation of social and epistemological affordances and
chances, they can also lead to a controversial, and maybe unexpected,
two-sided outcome. On the bright side, they foster social activities
between members of enormous communities and contribute to the
fine-tuning of information sharing so that it can, for instance, assist
responders in case of emergencies, defeating provincial and national
boundaries [8]. In this sense, it promotes the propagation of what
Nagy called “imagined affordances”, which are the combination of
users’ perceptions, attitudes and expectations over the functionality
of a particular technology [16]. On the dark side, we claim that it also
promotes biased epistemological judgments over the information the
users receive and share, inasmuch as the communication of data is
adjusted on the interests and motivations of the singular users. This
manipulates the understanding of the quality of the information the
agent has at her disposal and can indeed lead to the gain of what we
have called “critical chances”, which are event-related data that con-
ceal a particularly good opportunity or a particularly dreadful risk for
the agent and her surroundings.

In order to begin our analysis, let us start by displaying particular
strategies of chance curation performed in both cognitive niche and
virtual niche framework.

1 Introducing Cognitive Niches

Niche theories are a cluster of more or less interrelating approaches
bridging biology, cognitive science and philosophy, exploring the re-
lationship between agents and their environment. Originated in biol-
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ogy in the early XX century, niche theories would stress the func-
tional notion of niche to explain how a species occupied its environ-
ment in opposition to the geographical notion of habitat [22]. The
niche constructivist approach [17] went further, claiming that organ-
isms actively modify their environment in ways that affect the local
selective pressure, to the point of establishing an ecological inheri-
tance system.

Cognitive niche theories originated in the “philosophical sector”
of cognitive science, to stress how human beings’ relationship with
their environment was essentially information-based, as their success
depended mostly on elevated cognitive capabilities [26, 21]. Andy
Clark’s constructivist take on cognitive niche stressed the local di-
mension, akin to the biological one: cognitive niches are constructed
by human actors by externalizing knowledge into the surrounding
environment [9, pp. 256–257].

Clark exemplifies this by telling of a bartender in a busy bar who,
upon receiving orders from tables, arranges glasses by shape, and
adds decorations such as straws and cocktail umbrellas, in order to
better remember the next drinks she has to mix without having con-
tinuously looking at the order list. It is not the human species’s cog-
nitive niche concerned here, it is the bartender’s own niche that she
is herself constructing.

For our purpose it is also interesting to underline two particu-
lar features of cognitive niches, which have been distinctively pro-
vided by the initiators of cognitive niches theories, Pinker, Tooby
and DeVore [21, 26], who describe cognitive niches as a prerogative
of the human species as a cognitively proficient species. According
to Tooby and DeVore, the cognitive niche is that in which human
beings apply an instrumental intelligence in order to uncover and ex-
ploit, in a persistent way, cause-effect models of the external world
[26]. Specifically, since the human cognitive system is “knowledge
or information driven”, they highlight the role of the cognitive niche
as the environment in which the employment of those cause-effect
models of the world represent guides for prejudging which courses
of action will lead to which results. Pinker suggested how human be-
ings’ primary reliance on information and knowledge in the cognitive
niche made them “informavore” [21]. With this term he highlighted
how gathering and exchanging information is the substantial activity
that sustains and modifies the welfare of cognitive niches.

The description of cognitive niches as structures distributing in-
formation and knowledge which strongly situate human cognition
and decision making within their environment, has already been suc-
cessfully connected to the framework of chance-discovery [13, 2, 6].
Chance curation, as the activity of offering users the opportunity to
discover chances – understood as events with a “significant impact on
a human’s decision making” [18, 20] – has an environmental (eco-
cognitive) dimension and can be rightly seen as a part of cognitive
niche construction, or at least as strictly interrelated with the latter
[15]. This kind of tasks can be conceived as as safeguarding the dis-
covery and exploitation of cause-effect models of the external world
in order to guarantee agents to gather and distribute information into
the cognitive niches, and can also improve the richness of a cognitive
niche. This is of particular importance if we consider the epistemo-
logical and cognitive role of chance curation in the particular frame-
work of virtual cognitive niches, which can be generally described as
collaborative distributions of information and pieces of knowledge
into the environment by means of digital encoding.

The activity of cognitive niche construction reveals something im-
portant about human and animal cognitive systems. One of the main
tenets of this approach is that humans do not retain in their memory
an explicit and complete representation of the environment and its

variables, but they actively manipulate it by picking up information
and resources upon occasion. As already argued ([14]), chances –
understood as events with a “significant impact on a human’s deci-
sion making” – are data, or clusters of data, bearing a strong affinity
with the concept of affordance, introduced within Gibson’s ecologi-
cal psychology ([11]): it is thus possible to rely on such concept in
order to better understand the human part of chance discovery.

Gibson defined “affordance” as what the environment offers, pro-
vides, or furnishes. For instance, a chair affords an opportunity for
sitting, air breathing, water swimming, stairs climbing, and so on.
Gibson did not only provide clear examples, but also a list of defi-
nitions that may contribute to generating possible misunderstanding:
1) affordances are opportunities for action; 2) affordances are the
values and meaning of things which can be directly perceived; 3) af-
fordances are ecological facts; 4) affordances imply the mutuality of
perceiver and environment.

It is important to stress that the notion of chance and that of af-
fordance are not mutually interchangeable. While it could be said
that all chances – as relevant for one’s decision making (and hence
one’s behaviour) – are affordances, conversely not all affordances
rise to the level of chances. It is nevertheless possible to elaborate on
a shared characterisation of affordances and chances, in their setting
a relationship between an agent, her knowledge, and her environ-
ment.

Indeed, chance-discovery and chance-curation could embody the
natural follow-up to affordance theory: chance-discovery and cu-
ration is indeed about the discovery/construction, via a human-
computer interaction and through effective procedure of data analysis
and crystallisation, of new complex affordances, offering unforeseen
possibilities for decision making and action.

2 Virtual Cognitive Niches and their Domains

The development of new informational environments through digital
technology can be framed through niche constructing theory. See-
ing cognitive niches construction as a human prerogative, cognitive
niches theories permit to analyze the specific traits that have estab-
lished the human ecological and evolutionary success.3 Constructing
virtual cognitive niches is, indeed, one of the most interesting ecolog-
ical dynamical behavior that our species alone has shown. The vir-
tualization of niches starts from the creation of meta-environments
through the employment of computers and the Internet, which are
able to interact with our natural environment (or to simulate it), but
that can be manipulated in a much easier way, depending on the dis-
tribution of information that is permitted [6].

The virtual cognitive niches created through digital technologies
go beyond traditional ecologies, their ontologies and what they can
afford. They are the extension of cognitive niches, through an in-
formatization of the ecological space. In other words, the human
ability of gathering and exchanging information and knowledge from
the environment, the ability to alter the environment so that it bet-
ter serves cognitive scopes, is amplified in the framework of virtual
cognitive niches. Indeed, in virtual cognitive niches, tasks of chance
curation can affect users with an implicit larger range, because in-
stances of knowledge distribution represent the sole acts of ecologi-

3 Whether cognitive niches are a human prerogative is a debated topic. Clark
himself, in his definition, refers to “animals” but his examples concern only
human beings. Bertolotti and Magnani argue for the possibility of overlap
between low-level cognitive niches and advanced ecological ones [7] What
is beyond argument, though, is the fact that human beings master cognitive
niche construction.
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cal and cognitive importance. In virtual cognitive niches there is no
gap between information and matter. Matter is reduced to coding,
and the only “spatial requirement” is the memory available to host
the coding. According to Clark, cognitive niches are structures built
by animals in order to transform problem spaces “in ways that aid
(or sometimes impede) thinking and reasoning about some target do-
main or domains” [9, 256–257]. In this case, virtual cognitive niches
do not only have a proper target domain in the information contained
in the digital reality, but also afford problem solving in the ecological
reality to which the digital niche refers.

Specifically, one category of virtual cognitive niches is of partic-
ular relevance for the investigation of chance-curation tasks: online
communities, such as social networking websites, newsgroups, on-
line chat rooms, forums, and so on.4 They are online-based platforms
where individuals interact, either through anonymous avatars or ac-
tual profiles with a networks of connections, sharing personal infor-
mation and contents. These are cognitive niches inasmuch as they
provide users with ways to gather and exchange information rele-
vant for their decision-making – otherwise said, they can be seen as
chance repositories. Indeed, online communities as virtual cognitive
niches modify the social pressure of the environment through the em-
ployment of forms of explicit and implicit communication performed
in the online world. This situation calls for different chance curation
strategies with respect to “material” cognitive niches [15].

2.1 Chance Curation Strategies in Online
Communities

One of the first chance curation strategies that is fostered in online
communities as virtual cognitive niches is what we can call the “fo-
cus on the virtual domain”, which can be investigated through the
implementation of Clark’s constructivist take on cognitive niches.
Clark describes cognitive niches as the structures that are built by
animals in order to transform problem spaces “in ways that aid (or
sometimes impede) thinking and reasoning about some target do-
main or domains” [9, 256–257]. In the case of online communities
as virtual cognitive niches the user’s thinking and reasoning affected
are directed to two main target domains. On the one hand, there is
the virtual domain, which is structured on the online platform and
include its objects and tools, the virtual personas of the users, and
the information shared, usually as “posts”. On the other hand, there
is the actual external domain, which includes the actual agents us-
ing the online platform and the contents of the posts shared in online
communities. Indeed, we should specify that the information embed-
ded in posts does not always belong just to the virtual domain (that
is they are not only users’ comments about some other user or notes
about some item on the network’s page), but they also refer to the
external reality of the actual world. Indeed, one of the most relevant
feature of contemporary online network is the extended possibility
of sharing information and data regarding news, political events, sci-
entific discoveries, and so on. Moreover, these information and data
refer to the external reality which also encompasses online commu-
nity as debatable objects: so, in an online network such as Twitter
we can find a post that links to an online journal’s opinion column
regarding the usability and usefulness of Twitter itself. The contents
of that post does not belong to the virtual domain of Twitter even if
it is shared on its platform. Thus, the two domains are diverse even

4 Curation in online communities is already a topic that raises interest in
business applications, especially for information delivery. For a review of
different types of curation developed in business and information market,
cf. [3])

if they are intertwined in the users’ perception.
One chance curation strategy that is fostered by the structure of

online community is orienting the focus of the users on the virtual
domain. The virtual domain is indeed loaded with cognitive artifacts
that implement the communication and the sociability of the users
sharing a particular network (as two-people and group chatrooms,
more or less public personal pages and profiles, group selection shar-
ing, and so on). These tools contribute to generate what are generally
called imagined communities [4, 5], which are the projection of ac-
tual communities in first-person point of view of each users. In this
sense, every information regarding other users are interpreted by the
first person perspective of the user according to the beliefs she has
regarding the information she shared first.5. Therefore, the focus on
the virtual domain regarding the social-oriented information about
the users is maintained through the projection of the imagined com-
munity and through tools (as friendly-user chat, standard format for
news feeds and profile) that help to keep in mind that the virtual
personas that are present on the social network site are not utterly
equivalent to the external and actual agents who use the platform.
They are their virtual versions, constructed on the base of the virtual
profile structure, who communicate through the use of the specific
tools of the platform. The actual people who share the personal infor-
mation on online communities, as a physical and multidimensional
agents (who do not have the possibility of spreading her opinions and
thoughts at a vast public in actual reality), are different from their
virtual version. The focus on the online domain permits to the agent
to keep in mind the difference between the two and adopt an ade-
quate behavior in the cognitive virtual chance, where the formalities
and the hierarchical levels depend on the digital connection between
people and the communication is not always and only directed to the
interested target (for example in a shared public post).

Moreover, while it is obvious that the virtual domain of online
communities encourages the distribution of social-oriented informa-
tion (personal information of the users, interests, goals and prefer-
ence for interaction), information regarding the external domain can
be exchanged in order to support, change and improve the quality of
the communication on the online platform. These type of information
can be oriented to trigger social mechanisms of the platform (as polit-
ical opinions on the base of personal experience and character, which
ask for feedback and discussion) or based entirely on events, data and
facts of public interest, which belong to the external reality domain.
These are considered interesting by the user and shared as texts, im-
ages or links to the relative pages. Also in this occasion, the structure
of online communities fosters a focus on the virtual context. The vir-
tual niches become places where users can share interesting facts and
items which help her to display what her interests and opinions are.
In addiction, all the pieces of contents are displayed with the same
format and style, making easy to have a quick picture of what the
users would like to speak about or comment on the online platform.
The focus on the virtual domain consents to elaborate new commu-
nication strategies and relationships between users of the platform,
making more interactive the imagined communities they perceive.

The focus on the virtual domain, fostered by the structure of the
networks, suggests also to the users to build a docility-based relation
with truth and to employ some useful fallacies, which embed social
virtues on the framework of online communities.

Docility is a concept introduced by Herbert Simon [25] that de-
scribes the human agent tendency to lean on what other people say.

5 For instance, if the user has been honest in declaring her birthdate, she
will be prone to think that also other users have been honest with the same
respect [4]
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The disposition is specifically related to the performance of problem-
solving activities conducted on the base of social channels’ sugges-
tions. Relying on aids and resources provided by their fellows, the
human agents have a major cognitive advantage: they can trust other
people and so have at disposal chances that, first of all, they have
never personally experienced, and, secondly, that are already avail-
able to be picked up.6 Of course, in a concrete and world-base situ-
ation, trust is not informatively empty: one decides to trust another
person, because she has reasons to do so. The agent gathers a number
of clues in order to consider a particular source of information (a per-
son, for instance) as trustworthy or not. But in an online community,
trust can be a more difficult matter.

One the one hand, in an online community the shared information
are not neutral – as impersonal or dispassionate: every user chooses
what to share and when on the base of her interests, her desires and
the effects she hopes to achieve through that particular sharing within
the online community. On the other hand, every information is bound
to the user who shared it: every piece of data, personal or community
related, is presented in the platform because a user uploaded it and
she is accountable for it. On a platform like Facebook, where the
information are personally identified, this does not imply the trust-
worthiness of the information (the user could share it for all kinds
of epistemically wrong reasons), but the trustworthiness of the social
connection between the information and the virtual persona. The vir-
tual user as vehicle for information, is a truth vector between a data
and the adequacy of that particular data on her profile. This way, the
users can build an online community that can provide social-based
chances, using a docility-based relation with truth.

This leads the agent also to adopt a more kind perspective on the
use of recognizable fallacies. Indeed, the notion of docility in online
communities [25], can explains how human beings use epistemolog-
ical and social resources offered by the platforms but also the ten-
dency to fall into ecologically organized fallacious argumentations.
This follows directly from the weaken structure of belief states in an
eco-cognitive dimension affected by docility. As suggested by Gab-
bay and Woods [10], for example, there is a “doxastic irresistibility”
induced by the diffusion of well spread “say so”. They suggest that
a docility-oriented system drives to the application of a “ad ignoran-
tiam rule” which describes the agent’s passive acceptance of infor-
mation unless she has reason to retain in doing so. They wrote:

Human agents tend to accept without challenge the utterances
and arguments of others except where they know or think they
know or suspect that something is amiss [10, p. 27].

This reflects the tendency of the human agent to economizes the
cognitive efforts in response to a free-given flux of information. An-
other ecologically well-fit reaction to a docility-based environment
is the application of the ad verecundiam fallacy: the agent accepts
her sources’ assurances because she is justified in thinking that the
source has good reasons for them (the fallacy would be the failure to
note that the source does not have good reasons for his assurances).
These tendencies, which are dramatically dangerous in a scientific
or political domain, are at the base of the online community inter-
actions: in a framework where there are no impersonal communi-
cations, the validity of a comment or note is judged on the base of
the trustability of the person in the particular network. In this sense,
ad verecundiam and ad ignorantiam, even if are forms of fallacious

6 That is one of the most important assets describing cognitive economy, that
is, the need to reach a sort of trade-off between the accuracy of a decision
and the limited time one is bounded to.

reasoning, stand also for the cognitive legitimation of a space of free
discussions, where trust and responsibility are weighted on the users’
online accountability. They build the connections of a socially-driven
system and, as such, they can be regarded as chance-curation mech-
anisms in this perspective.

So far we displayed how some chance curation mechanisms en-
acted in online communities as virtual cognitive niches help users to
perceive a more interactive and honest imagined community out of
the digital platform. These strategies contribute to a better distribu-
tion of information and knowledge (which refers to both domains,
the virtual and the actual and external) both in terms of chances and
affordances. At the same time, in rich virtual cognitive niches as on-
line communities can be, we contend that chance curation strategies
enacted by digital programmers also produce the generation of unex-
pected consequences related to the interaction of the users with the
enhanced possibilities offered in the more complex system. First of
all, programmers and designers perform chance curation by pushing
the agents to elaborate the chances at their disposal through feed-
back processes. Secondly, but more importantly, they can offer users
opportunities that the programmers did not expect to emerge, both
useful and critical to the welfare of the niche. In order to speak
about this problematic, in the next section, we will speak about the
generation of these not foreseen possibilities in terms of “imagined
affordances” [16] and “critical chances”, considering the particu-
lar case of online communities communications and information-
sharing during crises, which highly demands group interventions and
so strong actions in rich cognitive niches.

3 Social Media and Crisis Management: Examples
of Guided Chance Curation

Crises, whether natural or human-induced, cause a strong demand for
chances. During a terror attack, a major incident or riot, a flood, a fire,
an earthquake and so on, decision-making processes need to be quick
and as much accurate as possible. Citizens need to know where they
can take shelter, which areas are safe and which are to be avoided.
The government needs to know as much as possible about the emer-
gency in action in order to decide where to allocate relief personnel
or police forces in case of an attack. Evidences, for instance of pho-
tographic nature, are chances. Obtaining some evidence is an event
that affects decision-making, usually for better (but also for worse,
in case of a false evidence).

Information posted by users over social networks and microblog-
ging websites during a crisis is likely to include evidence that can
be used either by other citizens or by the government in order to
adapt their actions to the emergency. Otherwise said, social networks
and microblogs become rich repositories of chances during crises:
chances that just need to be discovered and exploited. The presence
of a chance, even coupled the certitude that a chance is present within
a certain space (be it physical or digital), does not automatically en-
tail the exploitation of such chance. For instance, there might not be
time enough to situate a potentially game-chancing chance, and the
decision makers might have to rely on a weaker chance if it is easier
to locate and exploit. At the same time, highly problematic situa-
tions can lead the agents to use certain objects, tools and devices at
their disposal differently from usual, discovering and exploiting new
chances. In rich virtual cognitive niches as online communities, this
could lead to a group sharing of this discovery, implying a bottom-
up modification of the digital resources and the exploitation of what
Nagy and Neff called “imagined affordances” [16]. Nagy and Neff
wrote:
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It can help scholars think through the way that affordances are
formed in interaction between users, designers, and the phys-
ical and digital materiality of technologies. To solve this, we
develop the concept of imagined affordance. Imagined affor-
dances emerge between users’ perceptions, attitudes, and ex-
pectations; between the materiality and functionality of tech-
nologies; and between the intentions and perceptions of design-
ers [16].

Imagined affordances have been conceived in order to explain the
interaction between users’ social context, abilities, and purposes with
technologies. On the one hand, they are the results of a productive in-
teraction between designers and programmers’ top-down manipula-
tions of the structures of technologies and the users’ bottom-up feed-
back activities (as use, misuse and tentative actions) on them. On the
other hand, they are the implementation of “users’ perceptions, atti-
tudes, and expectations” within the possibilities and boundaries of a
given technology. In order to make an example, we can speak about
the process that leads to chance curation in crisis relief, which usu-
ally takes the form of enriching posts with tags and hashtags. Tags are
additional information embedded (usually) to a picture, adding spec-
ification about the time and place where it was shot, on its subjects
and if relevant on who took it. Tagging, for instance in Facebook,
might directly link the post with the content of the tag (e.g. the other
user’s profile or, in case of a location, to other pictures coming from
the same location and further information about it). Hashtagging, on
the other hand, became originally widespread on Twitter and was
later spread to other social networking websites such as Facebook: it
consists in marking a post with a tag preceded by a hash symbol (#),
in order to highlight its belonging to a specific topic or conversation.
The action of hashtagging became widespread for a bottom-up inter-
vention of the users on the functionality of Facebook posts: it is an
imagined affordance that contributed to apply diverse mechanisms
of users’ enacted chance-curation strategies on online communities
during crises.

Notwithstanding the fact that strategies of chance-curation aim
at improving the chance distribution of a particular niche, offering
tools and resources in order to enhance the niche richness (with also
the implementation of imagined affordances), they can also lead to
the development of what we can call “critical chances”. A “critical
chance” is a chance that conceal a particularly good opportunity or
a particularly dreadful risk.7 It also is the consequence of the further
elaboration of chances by the users, who invest in a particular niche
their expectations and interests. The dreadful consequences of a crit-
ical chance can also endanger the welfare of the niche, where some
possibilities can quickly become dangerous for some users. One in-
stance of this phenomenon in virtual cognitive niches can be traced
in the 2011 Vancouver riots. Following a Hockey match, the city of
Vancouver was invested on June the 15th by an unseen wave of hooli-
ganism, vandalism and looting. Citizens reported on social media in
order to support crisis responders, not only by posting images, but
by tagging where was happening what and encouraging users to tag
whoever they managed to recognize among the rioters. This was a
great opportunity for the police forces and the citizen had explored

7 We drew the name from the role-play game lexicon, where a roll of the
dice could lead to a critical Success or a critical Failure. Generally, when
throwing a twenty-faces die, the faces between 17 and 20 represents a crit-
ical success – the game master determines what happens, but it is always
something good. The higher the roll, the better it gets for you. Instead, the
faces between 1-4 represent a critical failure: the game master determines
what happens but it is always something bad – the lower the roll, the worse
the result. [12]

a chance which led to a particularly good result. Rizza and her col-
leagues [24] provide a thorough analysis of the phenomenon. Unfor-
tunately, while initially Vancouver Police Department asked for cit-
izens’ help in identifying the rioters, the situation soon took a grim-
mer outcome as the grass-roots identification process set the stage
for a do-it-yourself justice. The activity of curation, carried out by
enhancing posts, misfired mainly because of “unverifiable quality”
of the media and “unpreparedness” of the institutions although they
had requested the curation in the first place. This led to the emergence
of a critical chance with a particularly bad outcome, which drove to a
case of “unintended Do-It-Yourself Justice”, supported by an unclear
approval of a “Do-It-Yourself Society” [24, p. 52]. In spite of the par-
tial societal failure, though, the chance curation activity was success-
ful at letting emerge a series of chances (for restoring order) which
might have gone unexploited by lack of information. To describe the
failures in terms of chance curation, the activity might have pushed
the intended chances towards unintended recipients who were nev-
ertheless able to act upon them.For instance, Facebook was invented
as a tool for keeping in touch with friends and acquaintances in a
situation of high-and-far mobility such as the one characterizing the
contemporary US. There, people attend higher education in places
that are not their hometowns, and then move on to their professional
careers in yet different locations. Facebook would afford answers to
“What have you been up to these last few years?” or “Where did you
go on holiday?”. But when emergencies took place, users realized
that Facebook and other social networks, developed for other scopes,
could afford answering questions such as “Are you alright?”, “What
is happening?” (faster than traditional media), “Where should we go
right now?”. This was the relevant affordance imagined for distress-
ful situations.

Concerning hashtags, part of the curation process involves mak-
ing hashtags as informative and less ambiguous as possible. This is
particularly challenging in the phase when hashtags emerge sponta-
neously, and are not enforced from some authority or authoritative
group.8

Such ad hoc creation of hashtags contributes considerably to
Twitter’s ability to respond speedily and effectively to major
breaking news and other acute events, of course: within minutes
of major events [. . . ], relevant hashtags had emerged and began
to carry the latest mainstream news stories, first-hand updates
from affected locals, and commentary from the wider Twitter
user community. This emergency is by no means always linear
and unproblematic, of course – competing hashtags including
#Oslo, #Osloexpl, and #Oslobomb carried news of the bombing
in downtown Oslo, for example –, but in most cases, a gradual
convergence of conversations into no more than a small handful
of hashtags can be observed; standard network effects (which
mean that the hashtags with the largest number of participants
also contain the greatest volume and best quality of informa-
tion) tend to apply. Additionally, key messages are often made
visible to all the followers of competing hashtags by including
both those hashtags in the same tweet (or by users manually
adding other hashtags as they retweet the original message) [8,
p. 7].

8 A case of superimposed hashtag for emergency relief is situated in the June
2016 floods in Northern France. An association of online volunteers, Volon-
taires Internationaux en Soutien Opérationnel Virtuel, asked users to take
pictures of flood-related emergencies (not of the flooding rivers themselves)
and to post them online with the hashtag #VISOV so that they could aggre-
gate and check them.
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Spontaneous hashtags on social media appeared also to indicate
resources-as-chances during crises, and not only to circulate evi-
dence: the November 2015 terror attacks in central Paris left hundred
of people stranded and unable to return to their homes in the middle
of the night. In a grass-roots emergency response, many Parisians
volunteered to host affected people. Social networks where the ideal
setting for signaling this availability, but the chance had to be cu-
rated in order to facilitate recognition, and the #portesouvertes (open
doors) quickly circulated. Chance curation, always relating to crises
response, can also be “superimposed” or “guided.” Examples can be
drawn from the 2015 terror attacks that shook France, first in Jan-
uary and the already mentioned ones in November. In both cases,
a collaborative navigation app, Waze, was put under scrutiny when
authorities asked not to signal roadblocks and police cars as these
informations might be used by terrorists on the run to avoid appre-
hension.

This reliance on Social Networks to enhance crisis response is a
fair example of imagined affordance and the diffusion of so-called
“critical chances”. They are ways of perceiving possibilities in a cer-
tain artifact which were not intended by its developers.

Last but not least, the Facebook Safety Check tool9 can be framed
in this analysis of chance curation as crisis response in online com-
munities: people rely on Facebook, a dominant social network in
most of the world, as provider of chances to know whether dear ones
(or mere acquaintances) are hurt in case of major incidents. Usually
people are expected to state they are alright, either spontaneously or
after being prompted publicly or privately by someone. Facebook de-
velopers curated this chance by introducing the Safety Check. In case
of major mishap in an area where the user had been previously local-
ized, Facebook asks the user to confirm she is alright, and then pub-
licly reports that she logged herself as safe: interestingly, this can be
seen as the adoption, by the developers, of an imagined affordances
into the set of intended affordances of an artifact.10

4 Conclusion

In this paper we have analyzed the activity of chance-curation per-
formed in rich virtual cognitive niches, considering the particular
case of online communities. First, we have presented a comprehen-
sive notion of virtual niches, considering the literature on cognitive
niche and niche construction. Then, we have presented the interest-
ing feature of online communities as rich repositories of affordances
as chances, that can be offered through top-down manipulations of
the environment performed by the designers and programmers, or
bottom-up elaborations of the platform users. In particular, we have
discussed the double-domain feature of virtual cognitive niches, the
docility-based relation between users and the social virtues displayed
in this context by the use of some fallacies. Considering chance-
curation activities as both the top-down manipulation of the envi-
ronment in order to offer chance to the users, and the users feedback
to the referred framework in order to exploit some particularly useful
chances, we have explored the case of chance-manipulation oper-
ated in online communities in order to respond to a crisis. This con-
sented us to analyze the peculiar phenomenon of the exploitation of
chances, the programmers didn’t expect to emerge, both as imagined
affordances and critical chances.

9 https://www.facebook.com/about/safetycheck/
10 The Facebook Safety Check and other social media technologies for cri-

sis response will be analyzed in depth in a forthcoming research project
coordinated by Caroline Rizza [23].
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Automatic Identification of Trigger Factors: a Possibility
for Chance Discovery

Marharyta Aleksandrova 12 and Armelle Brun 1 and Oleg Chertov 2 and Anne Boyer 1

Abstract. Pattern identification in datasets has been the focus of
many research works. Data mining, through association rules min-
ing, is one of the best known approaches. In this paper, we intro-
duce a new pattern, referred to as “set of contrasting rules”. Contrary
to most of the patterns from the state-of-the-art, this pattern has the
characteristic of being made up of a set of rules. It has also the advan-
tage of structuring rules into sets. One main originality of this pattern
is that it allows to easily identify trigger factors: factors that can bring
some event state changes (chances in terms of chance discovery). In
real applications, this pattern can thus be used to influence the values
of some attributes or to impact the human decision-making process,
what is shown through the experiments conducted on a real dataset
of census data.

1 INTRODUCTION

We live in the era of information society, where the manipulation
of information is extremely important in all spheres of life: politics,
economics, education, cultural activities, etc. [25]. Nowadays it is
impossible to imagine that any important decision either at the enter-
prise or at the governmental level will be taken without the conduc-
tion of a prior analysis. For instance, enterprises often analyse the
behavior of their customers and the general market tendencies for
planning the type and the amount of goods to produce; for govern-
mental planning, census data is an indispensable source of informa-
tion. Often, even when taking personal decision, prior investigations
can be done. For example, when choosing a movie to watch, one may
look through the review comments.

One of the core bases of the information society is the availability
of various data, used for information production. It is known that the
amount of data grows very fast. According to the research of Interna-
tional Data Corporation (IDC), the number of digital bytes produced
by the humanity doubles every 2 years [15]. This data comes from
various sources. We can mention sensors in smart houses or in the in-
dustry, commercial and personal photos/videos, site logs, behavioral
information concerning certain accounts associated with real users,
specially collected data (like poll results or demographic data), text
messages or comments, etc. Electronic devices capable to capture
many activities (like change of geographical position, web-search on
specific terms, organizer notes) become our daily life companions;
this allows to collect personal data. It is obvious that such a wide
variety of data is a precious source of useful information. However,

1 Université de Lorraine - LORIA, Campus Scien-
tifique, 54506 Vandoeuvre les Nancy, France, email:
{marharyta.aleksandrova,armelle.brun,anne.boyer}@loria.fr

2 National Technical University of Ukraine Kyiv Polytechnic Institute, 37,
Prospect Peremohy, 03056, Kyiv, Ukraine, email: chertov@i.ua

in order to mine this information from “raw” data (not pre-processed
data), the usage of appropriate tools or methods is required.

In many applications, it is important to identify trigger factors:
those factors that explain or that can bring some events or system
state changes. Identification of trigger factors can be of particular
interest for chance discovery. Indeed in socio-demographic applica-
tions the trigger factors can be considered as those, that can influence
the human decision-making, what corresponds to the definition of a
chance in chance discovery: “a chance means to understand an un-
noticed event/situation which can be (uncertain, but) significant for
making a decision” [20]. Also trigger factors can be used to influ-
ence the appearance of rare or novel events, what is also a subject
of the chance discovery theory. In general, researches from differ-
ent domains like medicine [23, 13], sustainable entrepreneurship [7],
finance [4], etc. are interested in the identification of such trigger
factors, mainly through data analysis.

There exists a wide variety of data analysis methods. Data min-
ing techniques are of particular interest, as they were designed to
discover interesting and unpredictable patterns and interconnections
[11], contrary to statistical methods, that are mainly used to check the
validity of predefined hypotheses [12]. One of the very popular data
mining techniques is association rules mining, where an association
rule is a pattern of the form “if X then Y ”. Association rules were
originally proposed to identify associations and dependencies within
elements of a dataset. They were also used to identify cause-effect
relationships in many applications: occupational accidents construc-
tion industry [5], traffic safety problems [9], or to detect sick and
healthy conditions in males and females [19]. So, we can consider
exploiting association rules mining to identify factors that explain or
that trigger others (trigger factors). In the above rule, an occurrence
of X explains/triggers an occurence of Y .

The contribution of this paper lies in the introduction of a new type
of a pattern, referred to as “set of contrasting rules”. The original as-
pects of a “set of contrasting rules” pattern is that it is made up of
a set of rules. “Set of contrasting rules” patterns have several advan-
tages: 1) by identifying and grouping highly informative rules, i.e.
that highlight differences between groups of elements in the dataset,
they allow to structure the huge set of association rules; 2) as these
patterns highlight the differences between data groups, through the
introduction of the notion of varying and invariant attributes; these
differences can be interpreted as trigger factors, i.e. factors that can
influence the value of some attributes, or the move of elements of the
dataset between groups. To the best of our knowledge, no approach
in the literature allows to identify such trigger factors, directly from
the patterns or from rules.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
benchmark on the association rules discovery. Section 3 introduces
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“set of contrasting rules” pattern: its definition, the way it is mined
and the way it is used. Then, Section 4 focuses on the experiments
and shows that the proposed pattern can be used for the identification
of factors, capable to influence human decision-making. Finally, we
discuss and conclude our work in Section 5.

2 RELATED WORKS ON ASSOCIATION
RULES MINING

The problem of association rules mining was introduced by Agrawal
et al. in [2], with the aim of mining transactional databases of basket
data and finding the associations of items that are bought together.
Since then, association rules have been successfully used in a wide
area of applications starting from medicine [21] to the analysis of
students enrollment data [1] and building recommender systems [28].

Let D be a dataset defined on a set of n attributes{
A1, A2, . . . , An

}
. For each attribute Aj there is a set of possible

values. We will refer to this set as the domain of the attribute Aj ,
denoted by domain

(
Aj

)
. The attributes can be either categorical

or continuous. For example, considering census data, the attribute
education is categorical with domain (education level) =
{school, college, bachelor degree,master degree, PhD} and
the attribute age is continuous with domain(age) = [0, 100].
The domain of age can be discretized on intervals, such
as [0,20], ]20,60], ]60,100], resulting in domain (age) =
{[0, 20] , ]20, 60] , ]60, 100]}. Assume that all elements in the dataset
D are organized into k mutually exclusive groups G1, G2, . . . , Gk

with G1 ∪ G2 ∪ . . . ∪ Gk = D and Gi ∩ Gj = ∅, ∀i 6= j. Let the
group of an element (its class) be specified by the value of the target
attribute AG with possible values g1, g2, . . . , gk.

We will call each pair {attribute, value} an item. A set X of
items is called an itemset. By suppD (X) we denote the support
of the itemset X in the dataset D. The support value is calcu-
lated using the following formula suppD (X) = countD(X)

|D| , where
countD (X) is the number of elements in D containing X and |D|
is the number of elements in D.

An association rule is an induction rule of the form X → Y ,
where X and Y are itemsets and X ∩ Y = ∅. X is the left-hand
side (LHS) of the rule, also called the antecedent and Y is its right-
hand side (RHS), or consequent. The support of the rule X → Y
in D is calculated as suppD (X → Y ) = suppD (X ∪ Y ) and its
confidence as confD (X → Y ) = suppD(X∪Y )

suppD(X)
.

An example of an association rule R in a basket market dataset
can be the following R : “milk & bread→ butter”, suppD(R) =
20%, confD(R) = 90%. This rule means that 90% of people, who
bought milk and bread also bought butter within the same transac-
tion; and that products milk, bread and butter were found together
in 20% of the transactions (elements) in the database.

Agrawal and Srikant proposed the first algorithm for mining asso-
ciation rules: Apriori [3]. Although a variety of modifications (Paral-
lel Apriori [26], high-dimension oriented Apriori [16], etc.) and other
techniques were proposed for mining association rules (see, for ex-
ample [22, 27, 8, 18]), the Apriori algorithm remains highly used
([24, 10]). The main criteria used by these algorithms to filter rules
are the user-specified support and confidence thresholds.

One of the major shortcomings of the various association rules
mining algorithms is the large amount of rules produced, which are
redundant and that have to be, afterwards, analysed by experts to
identify the interesting and non-obvious ones [17]. Association rules
can be also used for the identification of trigger factors (we can say
that the antecedent triggers the consequent of the rule). However it

should be done manually, though the analysis of the rules. To the
best of our knowledge there are no specialized techniques designed
for the automatic identification of trigger factors.

3 A NEW PATTERN ”SET OF CONTRASTING
RULES”

In this section we present the new pattern called “set of contrasting
rules”. This pattern is specially designed to contain trigger factors,
which can influence the move of elements from one group to another.
The “set of contrasting rules” pattern is made up of multiple rules.
In general case, these rules do not allow to identify trigger factors
individually, but only within the group.

In this section we introduce the definition of a new pattern, present
the algorithm for mining it and show how this pattern can be used to
identify trigger factors and chances.

3.1 Definitions
The definition of a “set of contrasting rules” pattern relies on the
introduction of two new types of attributes: varying attributes and in-
variant attributes. An attribute is considered to be varying if its value
can be changed externally to the system within the specified appli-
cation task, and invariant otherwise. For example, when analyzing
census data the attribute income level can be considered as varying
if, for instance, the government can provide citizens with financial
assistance. At the opposite the value of the parameter ancestry can
not be changed, that is it belongs to the set of invariant attributes.
Thereby we divide the set of all attributes (except AG) into two sub-
sets: the set of varying attributes and the set of invariant attributes.

Definition 1. For a specified parameter α (α > 0.5), a set of rules
R1, R2, . . . , Rk is called a set of α-contrasting rules if:

1. conf(R1) ≥ α & conf(R2) ≥ α & . . .& conf(Rk) ≥ α;
2. in each rule, the itemsets of the consequents are formed of only

one attribute: the target attribute AG, with different values of AG

in the set;
3. the antecedents of the rules are made up of the same attributes,

within which there is at least one varying and one invariant at-
tribute;

4. the values of all invariant attributes are the same for all rules;
5. at least one varying attribute has different values in the set of rules.

Let us consider the simple case where there are only two groups
G1 and G2 defined on the dataset D. Thus, domain

(
AG

)
=

{g1, g2}. Let us analyse an example of a rule pair R1 and R2 pre-
sented in Figure 1.

1. both rules are highly confident, with the minimum confidence
value min conf = 0.7 (> 0.5);

2. the consequent of the rules contains only one item: the target at-
tribute. The value of the consequent AG is different for R1 and
R2;

3. the antecedent of the rules is composed of the same attributes,
among which one is invariant (Ainv,1) and three are varying
(Avar,1, Avar,2 and Avar,3);

4. the values of the invariant attribute Ainv,1 are the same for both
rules (Ainv,1 = ainv,1

1 ), as well as the values of one of the varying
attributes (Avar,1 = avar,11 for both R1 and R2);

5. the values of the two other varying attributes are different (avar,210

and avar,37 for the rule R1 and avar,25 and avar,33 for the rule R2);

Thereby, we can conclude that the pair of rules R1 and R2 form a
pattern “pair of α-contrasting rules with α = 0.7”.
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Figure 1. Example: Pair of contrasting rules

3.2 Algorithm for Mining Sets of Contrasting
Rules

We now focus on the way the contrast pattern introduced can be
mined.

In our work we choose to rely on the traditional Apriori algo-
rithm and then post-process its results. The procedure that identifies
sets of contrasting rules from the set L is described in Algorithm
1. As an input the algorithm receives the list of candidate rules L,
and it outputs the set of sets of contrasting rules. First, highly con-
fident rules (min conf = α, see condition 1 of Definition 1) are
mined using the Apriori algorithm. Second, the rules with a conse-
quent made up of the target attribute AG are selected to form the
set of candidate rules L. Third, through a pairwise comparison of
the rules in L, the sets of contrasting rules, satisfying the condi-
tions specified in Definition 1, are found. In Algorithm 1 the function
isPairOfContrastingRules(R1, R2) is a boolean function, that
returns true if all the conditions of Definition 1 are fulfilled by the
pair R1 and R2, and false otherwise.

Data: L - list of discovered rules
Result: setOfSets - set of sets of contrasting rules

1 setOfSets = {} ;
2 for R ∈ L do
3 contrSet = {R};
4 l = L− {R};
5 for r ∈ l do
6 if isPairOfContrastingRules(R,r) then
7 contrSet = contrSet ∪ {r};
8 end
9 end

10 if size (contrSet) ≥ 1 then
11 setOfSets = setOfSets ∪ {contrSet};
12 end
13 L = L− contrSet;
14 end

Algorithm 1: Mining sets of contrasting rules

3.3 Identification of Trigger Factors (Chances)
with Sets of Contrasting Rules

In the beginning of Section 3 we claimed that the proposed pattern
“set of contrasting rules” can be used to identify trigger factors, i.e.
factors which can influence the move of elements of the dataset from
one group to another. Let us consider the pair of contrasting rules in

Figure 1. Analysing these two rules, we can say that if, for the ele-
ments having Ainv,1 = ainv,1

1 and Avar,1 = avar,11 , we force the
attributes Avar,2 and Avar,3 to change their values from avar,25 and
avar,33 to avar,210 and avar,37 respectively, then with a probability of
70%, these elements will move from the group G2 to G1. The move
in the inverse direction will occur with a probability of 85%. Thereby,
the varying attributes with different values in the pair of contrasting
rules define the trigger factors: they can influence the move of the el-
ements from one group to another. The invariant attributes and those
varying attributes having the same values in the pair of contrasting
rules specify the application subset that is the subset of elements,
that can be influenced by these trigger factors.

Now let us analyse these 2 rules from the view point of the chance
discovery theory (see [20]). Chance discovery aims at identifying
multiple scenarios which have an intersection point and different fi-
nal states. The intersection point (which can be hidden or unobvi-
ous) is called a chance and its utility is measured as the difference of
the merits of final states [20]. Depending on the application task we
can consider attributes which define application subset (Ainv,1 and
Avar,1 in Figure 1) as a starting point of possible scenarios with final
states given by the target attribute (AG). Trigger factors in this case
can be viewed as chances.

In real applications, the proposed pattern can be used to solve a
wide range of tasks depending on the underlying meaning of the at-
tributes. An example of using this pattern for the identification of
factors that can influence the appearance of a certain event (a birth of
the baby in our experiments) is presented in the next section.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The goal of the experiments conducted here is to show to what ex-
tent “set of contrasting rules” patterns allow to automatically dis-
cover highly interesting knowledge, more precisely trigger factors.
The experiments are conducted on a real dataset of census data.

4.1 Dataset
The experiments are conducted on a microfile with a 5-percent
sample of the California census dataset [14]. This dataset contains
records of 610,369 family households (we choose to ignore subfam-
ilies, as the number of households with subfamilies corresponds to
only 3.6% of the initial sample), on more than 100 attributes.

4.2 Problem Formulation and Data Pre-processing
The goal of the conducted experiments is to identify which factors
can influence the human desire to give birth to a baby. Thereby, the
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target attribute (the attribute which we are focusing on) is related to
the children in the households.

Not all of more than 100 attributes of the dataset can actually
provide a significant influence on the desire to give birth to a baby.
For example, it is obvious that the attribute household language,
that indicates the language spoken in the family, has no influence
on the families’ desire to have a child. Traditional association rule
mining algorithms do automatically discard statistically insignificant
attributes. However, for the sake of simplicity we manually filter out
the attributes. We are aware that the resulting list of chosen attributes
may not be exhaustive and that some other attributes may influence
the desire to have a baby. Nevertheless, as the goal of this research
paper is to test the proposed pattern, but not to conduct a sociological
study, we restrict the number of attributes used.

The list of the considered attributes contains the 12 following
items. Their possible values, as well as the type of each attribute
(invariant or varying) are given in Table 1.

• home ownership (HouseOwn),
• type of building (HouseType),
• number of vehicles available (V ehicle),
• spouse age (2 attributes: HAge and WAge),
• spouse education (2 attributes: HEdu and WEdu),
• spouse ancestry (2 attributes: HAnc and WAnc),
• spouse class of worker (2 attributes: HWorkClass and
WWorkClass),

• husband’s total income in 1999 (HIncome),

Table 1. Possible values of the attributes and their type; p =10,000$.

ATTRIBUTE TYPE DOMAIN
HouseOwn var yes / no

HouseType var NoStatHome /Apart /
Att (attached house)

/Det (detached house)
V ehicle var 0 / 1 / 2 / 3 / ≥ 4

(H/W )Age inv
young / middle-young /

middle / middle-old / old

(H/W )Edu inv
noSchool / school / noCollege /
college / associate / bachelor /

master / doctor

(H/W )Anc
inv

WestEurope / EastEurope / Mexico /
Latino / CentralAmericaIslands /

NorthAfricaAndSouthAsia /
otherAfrica /

otherAsia / Australia / Pasific
Afro-American / OtherAmerica /

NonDef

(H/W )WorkClass inv NoWork / PrivWork /
GovWork / SelfEmployed

HIncome var
]−∞, 0] / ]0, 1p] / ]1p, 2p] /
]2p, 4p] / ]4p, 6p] / ]6p, 8p] /

]8p, 10p] / ]10p, 20p] / ]20p, 30p] /
]30p, 40p] / [40p,∞[

Child target YES / NO

In order to find an answer to the question that formulates our ex-
perimental goal, we divide the dataset into two contrasting groupsG1

and G2. The first group G1 is made up of families (elements) with
one or two children aged from 0 to 2 years. The second group G2

contains families without any children. Such restrictions on the chil-
dren age are imposed in order to track the change in family state from
a childless family to a family with a small child (or children). We do

not consider families with elder children, as it is difficult to iden-
tify which factors triggered the child appearance some years back.
Thereby, we add to the dataset the target attribute Child (AG), in-
dicating the presence or not of small children in the family, with
domain (Child) = {Y ES,NO} (see last line of Table 1). The
dataset is thus made up of 13 attributes.

To increase the reliability of the results obtained, we choose to
impose some additional restrictions:

• all the families must be complete: the presence of both spouse is
mandatory;

• both husband and wife must be without disabilities;
• spouse age must be within the most favorable period for having

babies.

These conditions are quite relevant and obvious. For instance, it
is clear that illness of the potential parents affects significantly their
willingness and ability to have children.

The most favorable age bounds for having babies are 24 to 38 for
men and 22 to 37 for women. Considering all the imposed above re-
strictions, the size of the dataset is reduced. The number of elements
with Child = Y ES and Child = NO in the resulting dataset
equals to 8,299 and 12,249 elements respectively. We form 5 age in-
tervals for both husband and wife in the family. Further we will use
following abbreviations: y for young, My for middle-young, m for
middle, Mo for middle-old and o for old. The bounds of the most
favorable age for giving birth to babies and the used age intervals
(presented in the Table 2) are taken from our previous works related
to this dataset [6].

Table 2. Age intervals for husband and wife

husband wife
young (y) 24-27 22-25
middle-young (My) 28-29 26-27
middle (m) 30-31 28-30
middle-old (Mo) 32-34 31-32
old (o) 35-38 33-37

If we divide the original dataset into sub-datasets according to the
age of husband and wife, we get 25 sub-datasets. For example, we
form the sub-dataset Dy,m that corresponds to the families with a
young husband (first position in the subscript of Dy,m) and middle-
aged wives (second position in the subscript of Dy,m). In order to
identify different patterns specific to a certain age, we conducted our
analysis on these 25 sub-datasets separately.

4.3 Analyzing Sets of Contrasting Rules
We use the Apriori algorithm to mine association rules in the sub-
datasets of D, with minimum confidence value equal to 0.7. After
that the resulting rules are analysed by the Algorithm 1 with the goal
to identify sets of contrasting rules.

Now we proceed to show what kind of information can be ob-
tained with the help of the proposed pattern. As an example, in the
Table 3 we present 3 sets of contrasting rules for 5 different sub-
datasets Dy,y , DMy,My , Dm,m, DMo,Mo and Do,o that correspond
to families with husband and wife belonging to the same age group.

The antecedents of the rules in the patterns are represented in the
second and third columns of Table 3. As stated in Definition 1, the
antecedents of the set of contrasting rules have a common part that
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Table 3. Some chosen “sets of contrasting rules” patterns, p =10,000$

subD
Antecedent Consequent

Conf
Subgroup Trigger Factors Child=

Dy,y

WEdu=school & HIncome=]1p,2p]
Vehicle=1 YES 0.71
Vehicle=0 NO 0.70

WEdu=noCollege & HouseOwn=no
HIncome=]2p,4p] & HouseType=Det YES 0.73
HIncome=]0,1p] & HouseType=Apart NO 0.70

HAnc=Mexico & HouseType=Det &... HouseOwn=yes YES 0.75
...& HIncome=]4p,6p] HouseOwn=no NO 0.82

DMy,My

WEdu=associate & HAnc=WestEurope &... HouseType=Det YES 0.71
...& WAnc=WestEurope & HIncome=]4p,6p] HouseType=Apart NO 0.92
WEdu=noCollege & HAnc=WestEurope & ... HIncome=]4p,6p] YES 0.71
...& HWorkClass=PrivWorke & HouseType=Det HIncome=]2p,4p] NO 0.75

WEdu=college & HEdu=noCollege HouseOwn=yes YES 0.70
HouseOwn=no NO 0.81

Dm,m

HAnc=Mexico & WAnc=Mexico &... HouseType=Det YES 0.71
...& WWorkClass=PrivWork HouseType=Att NO 0.89

HAnc=OtherAmerican HIncome=]2p,4p] YES 0.72
HIncome=]1p,2p] NO 0.86

WAnc=Latino HouseOwn=yes & HouseType=Det YES 0.71
HouseOwn=no & HouseType=Apart NO 0.75

DMo,Mo

WEdu=master HouseOwn=yes & HouseType=Det YES 0.76
HouseOwn=no & HouseType=Apart NO 0.73

WEdu=college & HWorkClass=PrivWork Vehicle=2 & HouseOwn=yes YES 0.72
Vehicle=1 & HouseOwn=no NO 0.78

WEdu=associate & WAnc=Mexico HouseOwn=yes YES 0.70
HouseOwn=no NO 0.73

Do,o

HEdu=associate & WEdu=bachelor &... HouseOwn=yes YES 0.71
...& HWorkClass=PrivWork & HouseType=Det HouseOwn=no NO 0.88

WEdu=associate Vehicle≥4 & HouseType=Det YES 0.70
Vehicle=2 & HouseType=Apart NO 0.73

WEdu=bachelor & HAnc=other Asia & ... HIncome=]10p,20p] YES 0.70
...& HouseOwn=yes HIncome=]8p,10p] NO 0.70

specifies the subgroup of the elements (starting points of scenarios);
it is presented in the second column. In bold the invariant attributes
are given. The antecedents have another part that differs in the val-
ues of varying attributes (this part represents the trigger factors or
chances); it is presented in the third column of the table. The fourth
column indicates the value of the consequent or final state (the at-
tribute Child) of each rule in our patterns, and the fifth column re-
veals the confidence values of the corresponding rules.

When analysing the sets of contrasting rules given in Table 3, we
can note that they correspond to very precise recommendations for
specific subgroups of elements in the dataset. For example, let us
look on the first pattern obtained for the sub-datasetDy,y . It indicates
that if we provide young families (HAge =]24, 27] and WAge =
]22, 25]) in which the wife’s education level is WEdu = school
and husband’s income is in the range ]10000, 20000] with a vehi-
cle, then with a high probability (71%) they will decide to have a
baby. However, in another subgroup of the same sub-dataset, which
is composed of families where the wife has started the college but
did not finish education there (WEdu = noCollege) and that do
not have their own house (HouseOwn = no), it is not the number
of vehicles that can trigger a child birth, but rather the combination
of the type of the house (it should be changed from ’apartment’ to
’detached house’) and the increase of the income level. Also, we can
see that subgroups and trigger factors (or combinations of attributes

that form the trigger factors) are meaningfully different for different
sub-datasets. This proves the ability of the proposed pattern to extract
valuable knowledge from the dataset.

From the application point of view, the trigger factors discovered
from the census data can be considered as factors that can influence
human decision-making process in a certain direction. Indeed, the
recommendations formed from the discovered patterns show how it
is possible to increase the birth-rate, that is how it is possible to in-
fluence the decision on whether to give birth to a child. It means that
discovered trigger factors can be considered as chances following the
definition in [20]. Thereby we consider that the proposed approach
can be a promising contribution to the chance discovery theory.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced a new pattern “set of contrasting rules”.
This pattern has the characteristic of being made up of several rules
and is designed with the aim to directly identify specific knowledge:
trigger factors and corresponding application subsets, through the in-
troduction of the notions of invariant and varying attributes. A trigger
factor is a factor that can bring some event state changes (in our case
it moves elements from one group of the dataset to another). On the
application level, this pattern can be interpreted as a way to search the
levers of influence, which can force or trigger this move. This charac-
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teristic is the key point of the proposed pattern, and according to our
knowledge, there are no other patterns in the literature, dedicated to
this goal. We showed that the proposed pattern can be considered as a
tool for chance discovery with application subgroups corresponding
to the starting points of the possible scenarios, the trigger factors to
chances and the group affiliation to different final states.

The experiments conducted on a real dataset of census data
demonstrate that the trigger factors can be actually identified, and
that they can be easily interpreted and used to reach the desired ob-
jective. The objective of our experiments was to influence the birth
rate of families. The analysis of the identified trigger factors shows
that they can be considered as those that can influence the appearance
of an event in the interest of the researcher.
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Disasters and Transformation of Daily Life: Implications 
for Issues in Risk Management   

Yumiko Nara 1 

 
Abstract.1  The purpose of this paper is to organize aspects of life 
along a temporal axis and on the basis of their constituent elements 
after the occurrence of the disaster; the Great East Japan 
Earthquake. Based on this arrangement, the author aims to 
investigate issues in life risk management when a disaster occurs. 
The content was based on the accounts of victims the author 
interviewed in areas stricken by the earthquake. The results 
revealed that life adapted to the disaster conditions (life resources 
place conditions on life values) is a process that causes agency to 
gradually recover (regulation by life values). Furthermore, when 
this transformation of life is re-perceived from the perspective of 
life risk management, at least six issues could be identified. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

During a disaster, we are clearly placed in a different situation 
compared with normal times. Earthquakes and tsunamis strike the 
lives and properties of individuals, who are members of society. 
They also damage buildings and social infrastructure that provides 
the framework of society, as well as organizations, which are the 
constituent units of society. Their damage leads to the dissolution 
and dysfunction of families, communities, businesses, and 
government agencies.  As a result, social activities suffer secondary 
damage. The destruction of the overall social system and the 
breakdown of the flow of activities finally cause hardship to the 
life and existence of the victims who were afflicted by the disaster.  

The process of temporarily social adaptation under such 
conditions, which differs from normal social processes, results in 
an emergency social system. In an emergency social system, 
responses different than usual are required of society, organizations, 
communities, and individuals. For example, organizational 
responses during a disaster are carried out under circumstances in 
which, compared with normal times, there are greater uncertainty, 
heightened sense of urgency, and reduced autonomy. Similarly, for 
individuals, procuring the usual quantity and quality of life 
resources becomes extremely difficult (because lifelines are usually 
severed). People must act under a new model of life not 
experienced during normal conditions. This new model includes 
building new life relationships while being involved in rescue and 
recovery activities and living in shelters.  

Meanwhile, regardless of what kinds of risks are present, a 
natural disaster requires a length of time to reestablish life. When 
we hear about an earthquake (or a tsunami), we think about raw 
conditions for just a while immediately after it (or a tsunami) 
occurs. However, for those stricken by the disaster, the suffering 
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actually lasts from several months to several years. As a result of 
the Great East Japan Earthquake on March 11, 2011, emergency 
social systems arose for all areas of life in the stricken regions. 
People also began their prolonged period of life affected by the 
disaster. 

Multifaceted and comprehensive understanding of current 
conditions and problem-solving are essential for restoring life after 
a disaster. Too many life elements were damaged by the 3/11 
disaster. The difficulty of comprehensively understanding life 
elements and connecting them systematically is still keenly felt 
after the earthquake.  

While being conscious of this limitation, this paper seeks to 
clarify the following two points while focusing on natural disasters. 
First, I seek to understand the process of transformation of life as a 
result of a disaster. For this purpose, the author aims to organize 
aspects of life along a temporal axis and on the basis of their 
constituent elements after the occurrence of the disaster. Based on 
this arrangement, I seek to investigate issues in life risk 
management when a disaster occurs. 

2 DAMAGE AND FRAMEWORK FOR 
UNDERTANDING TRANSFORMATION 
OF LIFE  

2.1 Disaster and Time 

Suffering from a disaster is the process of destruction, depravation, 
and loss experienced by society and its members as a result of a 
natural disaster such as an earthquake, volcano eruption, or 
flooding (Hirose 1996). 

Immediately after the occurrence of a disaster, a period of 
emergency response ensues, followed by a period of recovery and 
rebuilding. The emergency response period that accompanies 
bewildering changes immediately after an earthquake occurs can 
be divided into three stages: Phase 0 – the period of disorientation 
(from time of earthquake to 10 hours), Phase 1 – the period of 
establishment of community in the stricken area (10 hours – 100 
hours after the earthquake), and Phase 2 – the period of disaster 
utopia (100 – 1,000 hours after the earthquake). These stages are 
followed by Phase 3 (1,000 hours after the earthquake), the period 
of recovery and rebuilding (Hayashi 2003). 
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Table 1. Time passage after disaster 

Level of loss Phase

・ Life (loss of life)
・ Property (loss of property)
・ Interruption of life (disruption
of daily life)
・ Terror (loss of psychological
calm)

Phase 0 (Period of disorientation):
From occurrence of earthquake to 10
hours

Victims must survive on their own
power.

・ Life (loss of life)
・ Property (loss of property)
・ Interruption of life (disruption
of daily life)

Phase 1 (Period of establishment of
community in stricken area): 10 –
100 hours

Primary focus is on activities to
rescue victims. Obtaining information
becomes possible. Organized disaster
response begins.

・ Property (loss of property)
・ Interruption of life (disruption
of daily life)

Phase 2 (Disaster utopia period): 100
– 1,000 hours

The spirit of mutual aid becomes
prominent. As social functions return,
obstacles to life gradually improve.
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・ Property (loss of property)

Phase 3 (Recovery and rebuilding
period) : From 1,000 hours onward

Rebuilding life and livelihood.
Recovery of damaged towns.
Economic revival begins.
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2.2 Constituent Elements of Life 

Life is composed of the following elements: life values, life norms, 
interest in life, and relationships in life, life activities, and life 
resources. These elements have the following content: (a) Life 
values: standards of individuals for determining how to live life 
better. “What is important in life?” (b) Life norms: social norms 
established in different situations being reorganized to meet the 
concrete circumstances of people who actually carry them out and 
the reactions of other people. Rules held by each person. (c) 
Interest in life: each person’s interest concerning life. (d) 
Relationships in life: Human relationships that bind people in all 
situations as prescribed by spheres in life. They include roles held 
by individuals. (e) Life activities: activities that put life resources 
into position in actual life situations. (f) Life resources: methods, 
tools, and information used in life, e.g. economic resources, ability 
resources such as physical strength and information literacy, 
interpersonal relationships, etc. 

In life during normal times, a person’s life values regulate his or 
her life norms, interest in life, life relationships, and furthermore, 
his or her life activities and life resources. Life is formed from the 
aggregate of this process. When this process is accompanied by a 
person’s independence and planning, this human agency makes up 
life management (Figure 1). On the other hand – and here I state 
my conclusion – during times of emergencies, the opposite 
direction takes place. In other words, life that adapts to emergency 

conditions is formed by directionality in which the possession of 
life resources conditions life values. Of course, during normal 
times, resources condition other elements. However, during 
emergencies, this trend becomes pronounced. 
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Figure 1.  Life (management) and its constituent elements  
 
 

3 THE GREAT EAST JAPAN 
EARTHQUAKE AND 
TRANSFORMATION OF DAILY LIFE 

Using the framework described above, the author below the 
general transformation of life as a result of the Great East Japan 
Earthquake. The author entered into the field on 28th March 2011, 
and formed rapport with the victim by repeating communication. 
Afterwards, I continually (about once or twice a month from March 
to August 2011, about once in three or four months after 
September 2011) conducted interviews and made onsite 
observations of the damage and recovery in stricken areas along 
the coast. The field works were performed for approximately 36 
months, in the municipalities of Miyako City, Otsuhi-cho, Ofunato 
City, Minamisanriku-cho, Ishinomaki City, Natori City, Iwanuma 
City, Watari-cho, and Minamisoma City. The author organized the 
contents of the interviews along a timeline. The contents of Phase 0 
and Phase 1 are based on the interviewees’ recollections of the 
conditions at the time. 

3.1 Phase 0 (from Occurrence of Earthquake to 
10 Hours Later) 

In this phase, all of life’s constituent elements were mobilized to 
preserve life. Comments from respondents included: “I escaped 
with just the clothes of my back.” “The water came over the levee 
of the rice fields. I desperately climbed the hills behind my home.” 
“The water surged and rose after than I expected. At first I escaped 
to the grounds of a temple, and the further to the cemetery above 
it.”    

From the following comments, we see that that the extent of 
possessing ability resources (especially physical abilities and 
information literacy), information resources, and interpersonal 
relationship resources together had an effect the preservation of 
life: “The earthquake came, and immediately I thought that the 
tsunami would come. The appearance of the sea had changed. My 
wife and I escaped to higher grounds while we called out to our 
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neighbors.” “My wife helped me and we were able to escape.” In 
other words, being able to perceive risk by receiving signs of the 
coming tsunami at the level of primary information, having the 
physical strength to escape, and, if one did not have these two 
abilities, having others who compensated for their lack led to the 
preservation of life.  

Also, as shown by the following comments, in an urgent 
situation, people performed roles in which they helped family 
members, neighbors, co-workers and patients: “The water came up 
above the floor. I first moved my father, who had been still 
sleeping, to the second floor. I then carried our dog up to second 
floor.” “The store was swept away. I frantically evacuated all the 
store clerks, who were women, to higher grounds.” “I was working 
at the airport. We have disaster response training, but I was quite 
scared. I evacuated the customers to higher floors.” “The water 
kept rising. The first floor of the hospital was flooded up to the 
ceiling. In the muddy water, I desperately moved the patients to the 
second floor or above.” 

3.2 Phase 1 (10 hours – 100 hours) 

In this phase, there was still a strong interest in preserving (saving) 
life, as shown by the following comments: “My home was swept 
away, but I kept conducting rescue as a firefighter.” “I could not 
find my wife and kept searching.” 

Acquiring and distributing life resources were carried out at an 
extremely primitive level. “The gymnasium, was which the 
evacuation shelter, was cold everywhere. There was nothing to 
eat.” “All of us shared water in plastic bottles and a little amount of 
food. The amount of water a day was just 1 cm in a plastic bottle.” 
Such were the conditions, and resources from the outside were not 
available. A respondent said, “The Self Defense Force was 
amazing. I thought they were like God,” showing the severity of 
this period. 

During this time, the victims managed life after the disaster 
amidst building life relationships, as could be seen from the 
following comments: “Everyone evacuated to the temple’s 
community center and spent time there. Neighbors took care of the 
elderly.” “ It was a relief to meet neighbors at the shelter. 
Everyone encouraged one another.” At the same time, role 
conflicts began to become serious, as shown by the following 
comments: “My own home was swept away by the tsunami. But 
the city hall was always swamped by the demands of residents.” 
“There’s no way I can leave the hospital. I’m so worried about my 
parents.” 

3.3 Phase 2 (100 hours – 1,000 hours) 

In this phase, individual disparities and regional disparities in 
acquiring life resources began to stand out. Comments from 
respondents included the following: “At the shelter, what was 
difficult was not being able to take a bath. There was also no 
underwear that fitted me.” “I felt constricted at the shelter. I’m now 
having trouble with an acquaintance’s family. But even there you 
can’t stay that long. My own home was washed away, and I still 
can’t find my wife. I don’t know what to do from here on.” “Help 
is not reaching those who have sought shelter in their own homes. I 
don’t have a car and I can’t go buy things. I’m having difficulty 
with food and clothes.” “I want to move, but I don’t have gas. My 
car was swept away.” On the other hand, there were voices 

expressing contentment: “At this shelter, there are meals and we 
have enough to eat. The SDF came and set up a bath for us.” “My 
brother in another prefecture lent me his car. That really helped 
me.” 

Also, changes in life activities and interest in life were often 
forced on the victims due to the loss of life resources: “I was a 
fisherman, but the harbor was destroyed. I lost my ship. I can’t 
think about the future. I’m doing my best just to deal with each 
day.” “What is most difficult for me now is losing my job. I don’t 
know what to do from here on.” “My job was farming, but my field 
was swept away. There’s nothing to do every day.”  

In this phase, new life norms were produced and new role 
expectations for each person were assigned, as shown by the 
following comments: “Everyone helped one another at the shelter. 
Rules are being decided, such as who is in charge of cleaning and 
boiling hot water.” “Everyone at the shelter really treated me (an 
elderly) well.” “Relief volunteers really worked hard. They helped 
us. I’m thankful.” 

3.4 Phase 3 (After 1,000 hours) 

When life after the disaster entered this phase, the effects of life 
resources, especially economic resources, on overall life became 
obvious. Interest in life became more concrete, but it was also 
affected by the disparity in possessing life resources. This could be 
seen by comments such as the following: “My home was swept 
away by the tsunami. I’m living now in my children’s home in 
another city. I want to eventually return to my hometown, but it’s 
financially difficult.” “I want to rebuild my farm. But I’m already 
old and I also can’t borrow the money I need, so I’ve given up. 
Right now, I’m doing a short-term job related to rebuilding after 
the earthquake. But I really want to farm again.” “Young people 
are leaving the town to earn money. There’s no choice, but I want 
to hold that down.” “My wife, child, and I decided to rebuild our 
lives in a different place.” “It really helped that we got earthquake 
insurance. It’ll help in rebuilding our life.” “My store was swept 
away by the tsunami. But the store clerks all survived. My family 
opposes this, but I have a separate plot of real estate, and I’ve 
decided to open a store again.”      

Also, from the following comments, we see that perception of 
one’s own conditions of affliction depends on relative deprivation 
and the complex aspects of life relationships: “Supplies are being 
sent only to ○○ (name of an area), even though they are other 
areas that are equally damaged. It’s unfair.” “People’s whose 
homes could be restored quickly could leave the temporary housing 
without even a week there.” 

Furthermore, in this phase, the victims looked back on the 
earthquake and attached meaning to it. As could be seen from the 
following comments, loss of and changes in elements of life, 
including life resources, conditioned life values: “After the tsunami, 
I was able to make progress step by step thanks to connections with 
other people. The reason I worked hard was to meet people. What 
changed my life was encountering others.” “Anything is okay if I 
have my life. And after my life, if I have connections with people.” 
“I want to preserve what I experienced, what I saw and heard, and 
what I thought.” 
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3.5 Transformation in life from Phase 0 to 
Phase 3 

The content of transformation in life from Phase 0 to Phase 3 is 
given in Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Time passage of damage and daily life after the Great East Japan 

Earthquake 

Phase Daily life

Phase 0 (Period of
disorientation): From
occurrence of
earthquake to 10
hours

○ All elements of life management are mobilized for
preservation of life.
○ Roles are carried out under sense of urgency (helping
family members, neighbor, patients, passengers)
○ The extent of waiting for life resources, especially
information resources, ability resources, and interpersonal
relationship resources, impacts preservation of life.

Phase 1 (Period of
establishment of
community in
stricken area): 10 –
100 hours

○ Concern for preserving (saving) life is still strong.
○ Life resources are acquired and distributed at an
extremely primitive level.
○ Role conflicts become serious.

Phase 2 (Disaster
utopia period): 100 –
1,000 hours

○ Disparity in acquiring life resources → Disparity in life
activities
○ Disparity in concern for life arises (due to conditioning
of life elements as a result of resources)
○ Criteria arises for stricken areas. Victim roles are carried
out in the areas.
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Phase 3 (Recovery
and rebuilding
period) : From 1,000
hours onward

○ Meaning is formed as review of the disaster begins.
→ Conditions life values.
○ Actualization of concern for life grows, as does
disparity in concern for life.
○ Acquisition of economic resources when it comes to life
resources grows deeper.
○ Life relationships in an environment of relative
predation.
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4 ISSUES IN LIFE RISK MANAGEMENT 
INVOLVING NATURAL DISASTERS 

4.1 Life Risk Management to Protect Life  

From interviews of victims in the Tohoku coastal region, I came to 
understand aspects and processes of life affected by a natural 
disaster. Based on this understanding, I consider issues presented 
by natural disasters from the perspective of life risk management. 

Interviewees have stated that suffering from a disaster continues 
for a long time. A major premise of this observation is “living.” 
Life management seeks to improve life. Risk management is 
positioned as a management process that contributes to this goal. 
Fundamentally, however, life management concerns one’s 
existence.    

In other words, life management when it comes to natural 
disasters must be carried out with a focus on protecting life. In 
Phase 0, it is critical to analyze what happened in detail, to see 
which matters resulted in life and what resulted in death, and then 
apply the findings practically.    

Stockpiling emergency food and water, confirming methods of 
communication between family members, and buying insurance 
are frequently recommended as practical disaster prevention 
measures that should be carried out in daily life. All of these 
practices are effective. However, their benefits are manifested after 
Phase 1. The extent of damage by a natural disaster such as an 
earthquake or tsunami is greatly influenced by the magnitude of its 
external force and society’s overall disaster prevention capability. 
We cannot deny that there are major limitations to management 
that can be carried out at the level of the ordinary citizen before 
and after the disaster. Even so, self-help that minimizes risk is 
required at the stage of Phase 0. 

In the case of earthquakes, one of the highest-priority measures 
is to reinforce homes to withstand them. According Kobe City’s 
Great Hanshin Earthquake autopsy statistics, head trauma, internal 
trauma, neck trauma, suffocation, and external wounds caused by 
the collapse of buildings accounted for 83.3 percent of the causes 
of fatalities. Death by burning accounted for 12.8 percent, and 
other causes made up 3.9 percent (Hyogo Prefecture Medical 
Examiner, 1995). From this data, we see that securing living spaces 
so they do not collapse when the great external force of an 
earthquake hit is an urgent matter. 

In the case of the Great East Japan Earthquake, on the other hand, 
about 90 percent of fatalities were caused by the tsunami. The step 
that residents should take against victimization by a tsunami is to 
evacuate as quickly as possible to higher grounds. The elements 
necessary for carrying out this measure are receiving accurate 
information about risk as quickly as possible, making appropriate 
judgments concerning the information, and then carrying out 
actions based on the judgments. Of course, the importance of risk 
information is similar for other natural disasters, such as 
earthquakes and typhoons. I wish to discuss this importance in 
detail next. 

4.2 Importance of Risk Information  

When a tsunami hits, victims are frequently delayed as they first 
confirm the occurrence of the event and then evacuate. Therefore, 
swift evaluation immediately after the occurrence of an earthquake 
is necessary. Toward this end, what is essential is risk information. 
Risk information that can be received by ordinary citizens is 
classified as primary or secondary information depending on the 
clear existence of others as presenters of the information and on the 
level of information processing. Information presented on an 
earthquake’s epicenter and magnitude immediately after it hits and 
tsunami prediction are considered secondary information. 

Primary information come from natural phenomena (disaster 
phenomena), such as unnaturally low tides and unusual sounds of 
the wave. In Section 2(B)i, I described how receiving primary 
information was tied to swift evacuation. An interviewee in a 
stricken area said: “Because of my job in aqua farming, I go to the 
shore every day. On that day, the appearance of the sea was 
unusual. The waves looked different and sounded different. When 
they hit, they usually have the sound ‘chap, chap.’ But on that day, 
their sound was ‘zazazaza, zazazaza.’ They sounded as if the wind 
was hitting a thicket of bamboo grass. I thought it was strange, and 
that something was happening. So I finished my job early, and 
around noon I returned home, which is on a high elevation.” In 
addition to seeing and listening to the sea at an early stage, the 
respondent had a schema for understanding disaster phenomena 
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and a prepared action script, so he was able to appropriately 
evaluate primary information and take action. 

To take appropriate actions based on correct judgments when 
natural disasters occur, it is necessary to expand one’s schemas on 
the recognition of situations and the evaluation of actions. In other 
words, one must improve his or her quality of comprehension 
schemas and action scripts.  

A comprehension schema is a pattern of deductions and 
inferences for predicting and evaluating not only processes but 
conditions. It helps a person realize what will happen next in a 
phenomenon. It also provides him or her with clues as to what 
usually accompanies such a phenomenon and its features. For 
example, when a landslide due to an earthquake occurs, the 
following signs may occur: small rocks fall, a crack opens on the 
side of a cliff, water gushes out, cracks appear in the ground, and 
eruptions and depressions occur. When one sees such phenomena 
and can determine that a landslide may take place, he or she is then 
able to save himself or herself. This is also the case with evaluating 
signs of an impending tsunami, such as unfamiliar sounds from the 
sea, rapidly ebbing tides, offshore rumblings, a major earthquake 
on the coast, and a slowly swaying earthquake. Having rich 
comprehension schemas lead to having high risk management 
abilities.    

Action scripts are needed at the stage of deciding what responses 
to take next on the basis of the recognition of the risk phenomenon. 
An action script is a programmatic set of actions to take in a 
situation. An action script is a framework that is part of the 
knowledge structure of one’s own behaviors. It is formed of a 
sequence of actions. Our lives are based on our action scripts, and 
because of them we can carry out actions in a rational order that are 
appropriate to the situation.    

Therefore, possessing action scripts with appropriate contents 
for disasters leads to having high risk management abilities. 
Continuing with the example above, once individuals recognize the 
dangerousness of a landside or earthquake, the ability to flee as 
quickly as possible, to warn others, and to run to higher grounds far 
from the coast determines whether someone lives or dies. 

If a person is riding the elevator when an earthquake hits, the 
basic principle is to press all the floors’ buttons, make his body as 
small as possible, ride out the tremors, and get off on the nearest 
floor as quickly as possible. If he is trapped in the elevator, he 
should make contact with outside parties, avoid exhaustion, and 
wait for help to arrive. If he is driving a car while an earthquake is 
taking place, the appropriate response is to gradually slow down, 
stop the car on the side of the road, and turn off the engine. If 
leaving the car and evacuating is necessary, he should leave the 
key in the ignition and not lock the doors. Increasing the quality of 
one’s comprehension schemas and action scripts by accumulating 
and learning from experience is a specific method of risk 
management against natural disasters. 

Examples of secondary information related to tsunami disasters 
include tsunami warnings and evacuation recommendations and 
instructions. However, even though warnings and evacuation 
recommendations are issued when a tsunami occurs, there have 
been many cases reported where residents did not evacuate or 
tarried in evacuating (Matsuo et al. 2004, etc.). For example, the 
Japan Meteorological Agency issued a major tsunami (height of 
3m or more) warning to the prefectures of Aomori, Iwate, and 
Miyagi on February 28, 2010, a day after an earthquake hit central 
Chili. However, according to the Fire and Disaster Management 

Agency, although the warning was issued to 500,000 residents, 
only 6.5 percent were confirmed to be in evacuation shelters. 

The reasons for residents’ sluggishness despite the 
announcement of tsunami warnings include the lack of 
understanding of disaster information and disaster phenomena, 
normalcy bias where disaster information is considered as “not a 
big deal” and thus underestimated, and the false alarm effect (the 
cry wolf effect) as a result of disasters that did not materialize from 
previous warnings (Katada and Kodama et al., 2005, etc.). 

The effects of cognitive biases, including normalcy bias, when it 
comes to risk are considered serious. In the case of the Great East 
Japan Earthquake, in addition to normalcy bias, majority synching 
bias (everyone is not escaping, so it is okay not to either) and 
veteran bias (similar events have happened before) have been 
reported to contribute to delay in evaluation. When I visited a 
stricken area, an interviewee told me: “I see the high sea wall every 
day, so I thought everything would be okay. Even if a tsunami 
comes, things would be fine because of the sea wall. Everything 
had been fine before. My guard was down.” This sea wall, 
nicknamed “The Great Wall,” was built in the Tarou-cho district of 
Miyako City. However, the tsunami came over the 10m-high, 
2.4km-long embankment. The Tarou district is an area vulnerable 
to tsunamis. The tsunami following the Meiji-Sanriku Earthquake 
in 1896 claimed the lives of 1859 residents – half of the area’s 
population – and the 1933 Sanriku tsunami took the lives of 911 
residents. To make sure that no more lives would be lost, the sea 
wall was built. 

To swiftly evacuate residents, it is of course essential for the 
information presenters to create and transmit risk messages quickly, 
accurately and effectively. In addition, ordinary residents, who are 
the receivers of the information, must utilize the risk information. 
Based on the basic principle of “protecting your own life yourself,” 
Katada and Kodama et al. (2005) noted that shattering a fixed 
image of tsunami disasters, doing away with the normalcy bias, 
understanding the mechanisms of how tsunamis occur, ridding 
oneself of overdependence on tsunami information, and improving 
tsunami information literacy are critical for residents. 

4.3 Dealing with Role Conflicts  

The lives of individuals are established as they create life 
relationships. This is still true during a disaster. Life relationships 
become concrete resources and are mobilized for the preservation 
of life and for living in shelters. At the same time, role conflicts 
may result for individuals. Life risk management must be 
established based on this fact. 

An individual is a member of one’s own family. At the same 
time, in many cases he or she is a member of other social systems 
(geographic community, workplace, etc.). As shown above, victims 
stricken by the disaster told of worrying about elderly parents who 
remained in their homes and about not being to leave their 
workplace even though they were concerned about their own 
homes. Their stories all demonstrate that they had no choice but to 
place higher priority on fulfilling the roles expected of them in the 
workplace. According to a survey by JICHIRO Miyagi 
Headquarters, over 20 percent of workers in municipalities such as 
Sendai City and Ishinomaki City in Miyagi Prefecture could rest 
for only a day or less during the two-month period after the 
earthquake. 
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An interviewee in a disaster area said the following: “The water 
came with surprising force. I have responsibility for disaster 
prevention in my hometown, so I went to help an elderly neighbor. 
As I left my home, I told my wife, ‘You get away, too.’ That was 
the last I saw of her.” This account shows that major tension arises 
between roles as community residents and as family members 
during a disaster, especially during the urgent Phase 0. According 
to the Fire and Disaster Management Agency, the number of fire 
corps volunteers dead or missing after the Great East Japan 
Earthquake was 253 in the three prefectures of Iwate, Miyagi and 
Fukushima. Of this figure, at least 72 died as they sought to close 
floodgates along the coast. Furthermore, there were many who 
became victims as they led residents in evacuation. Suffering due 
to altruistic acts of helping family and neighbors, instead of 
preserving one’s own lives, demonstrates the seriousness of role 
conflicts during Phase 0.      

Resolving such tension is an extremely difficult issue. During 
Phase 0, carrying out “Tsunami Ten-den-ko” (immediate 
evacuation by everyone without concern for family or friends) is an 
effective method. A major premise of this measure is that 
individuals are responsible for becoming proficient with their own 
disaster response abilities, as emphasized by Katada (2011). For 
Phase 1 and afterwards, social and systemic studies on how 
resources from locations outside of stricken areas can be rapidly 
brought in are essential. 

4.4 Increase of Resources in Each Phase  

The fourth issue that emerged from the accounts of interviewees as 
they described how their lives were affected by the disaster is the 
question of how to increase resources on the basis of a 
reconsideration of who are the vulnerable. 

In general, vulnerable people during a disaster are assumed to be 
the elderly and those with low physical abilities. However, anyone 
can be vulnerable depending on his or her possession of resources. 
For example, during Phase 0, even if a person is young and 
physically strong, if he or she lacks literacy that enables making 
appropriate decisions and carrying out appropriate actions on the 
basis of disaster information, or if his or her neighbor does not 
realize his or her existence, that person may experience delay in 
evacuating or in receiving aid, to a fatal result. The same goes for 
Phases 1 and 2. Also, when life after a disaster enters Phase 3, the 
possession of economic resources is greatly influenced by the 
conditions of suffering. There were victims who could compensate 
for the lack of these resources with interpersonal relationship 
resources. However, there were also victims who could not. 

Everyone who lives in Japan, a disaster-prone archipelago, is a 
future victim. A person must undertake life risk management for all 
phases with the assumption that he or she may become a vulnerable 
person. As we have already seen, during times of emergency, 
available resources exert conditions on one’s life. We must 
consider during normal times what resources we are lacking and 
prepare them. 

4.5 Balance of Self-Aid, Mutual Aid, and Public 
Aid during Emergency Times 

Entities that have independence and act autonomously as 
constituent elements of social systems are called agents. When we 
consider an emergency social system from the aspect of the 

interactions of a variety of agents during a disaster, we see 
structures and functions that are different from normal times and a 
variety of agents at work. The first group of agents consists of 
individuals, families, and relatives; the second group consists of 
communities; the third group consists of the government; the fourth 
group consists of NGOs inside and outside the country; and the 
fifth group consists of overseas governmental, quasi-governmental, 
and international organizations. By taking another look at the 
mutual interactions between these agents from another angle, we 
can see them as constituting “self-aid, mutual aid, and public aid” 
during a disaster (Tanaka, 2007).    
 During a disaster, multiple agents carry out different roles 
compared with normal times. The ways they carry out the roles 
also differ. Before a disaster occurs, many residents expect much 
public aid, and they receive a variety of government services. 
However, during a disaster, the balance of self-aid, mutual aid, and 
public aid shifts from that of normal times. The ratio of the amount 
of self-aid, mutual aid, and public aid during a disaster is roughly 
7:2:1, as calculated from the results of various fact-finding surveys 
of disasters (Kawada, 2008; Hayashi, 2003). When a disaster 
occurs, people have the same expectations of what the government 
can provide as they do during normal times. However, in actuality 
ordinary citizens must increase their self-aid capability. This is 
impossible to suddenly do when a disaster happens. Therefore, we 
must seek to strengthen our self-aid capability while carrying out 
life risk management during normal times. 

4.6 Rebuilding Community and Life Risk 
Management 

From the accounts related by interviewees, we consistently see that 
the strength of the community lends power to the lives of 
individuals during the process of moving through the phases in the 
aftermath of a disaster. During Phase 0, communal strength is 
directly involved in the rescue of lives. From Phase 1 onward, life 
is reorganized by the mutual aid of neighbors.  

A variety of research studies have shown that high-quality social 
capital leads to crime prevention as well as to disaster prevention 
(Nara 2011, Hirschfield et al. 1997, Suzuki 2011, etc.). The Great 
East Japan Earthquake confirmed once again the importance of 
community. 

To form and maintain a community, it is necessary for people to 
be rooted in the area. On the other hand, in areas stricken by a 
disaster, young people will leave to find employment elsewhere. 
Also, in affected areas where primary industries provided jobs, the 
3/11 earthquake dealt a blow to both homes and employment. 
When an individual seeks to recover and rebuild his or her life, it 
must be accompanied by the recovery and rebuilding of the 
community, which is the physical and social sphere of life. For a 
currently stricken area, measures to rebuild employment and 
primary industries are necessary. For future disaster areas, 
improving communal strength is required during normal times. 

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS  

In this paper, the author organized the content of the transformation 
of life due to the Great East Japan Earthquake on a temporal axis 
and on the basis of the constituent elements of life. The content 
was based on the accounts of victims the author interviewed in 
areas stricken by the earthquake. The results revealed that life 
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adapted to the disaster conditions (life resources place conditions 
on life values) is a process that causes agency to gradually recover 
(regulation by life values). Furthermore, when this transformation 
of life is re-perceived from the perspective of life risk management, 
at least six issues could be identified. These challenges are: 1) 
carrying out life management as a management process to protect 
life, 2) quickly and accurately receiving risk information and 
making decisions based on the information, 3) recognizing the 
difficulty of dealing with role conflicts, 4) increasing resources 
based on a reconsideration of the vulnerable, 5) recognizing the 
balance of self-aid, mutual aid, and public aid during an emergency, 
and 6) the need to take measures to strengthen community and, at 
the same time, carry out life risk management.  
 To further study and carry out actual resolution of the life risk 
management issues described above, I wish to close this paper by 
discussing what should be studied for life risk management. 

Under the 5th Science and Technology Basic Plan (adopted by 
the Cabinet on January 22, 2014), the following four principles 
were set as the goal for Japan: 1) a nation that achieves sustainable 
growth and autonomous development of community, 2) a nation 
that realizes a safe, secured, full, and high-quality life for its 
citizens, 3) a nation that leads in the resolution of global problems 
and the achievement of world development, and 5) a nation that 
continues to create intellectual property and to nurture a culture of 
science and technology. Furthermore, the following basic 
principles were established for future science and technology 
policies: 1) integrated promotion of science, technology and 
innovation (STI) policies, 2) greater priority on the roles of human 
resources and their supporting organizations, and 3) 
implementation of the STI policy created together with society. 
The main foci of these principles can be said to be “innovations” 
and “problem solving” (by government, industry and academia and 
in a cross-disciplinary manner). 

Risk, including that of natural disasters, is a subject of academic 
and cross-disciplinary research and practice. Actually, risk is being 
dealt with in a variety of fields. Research on risk is being carried in 
the social sciences (economics, management studies, home 
economics, sociology, psychology, political science, law, ethics, 
education, etc.) and the natural sciences (engineering, chemistry, 
medicine, pharmacy, biology, agriculture, fishery, animal 
husbandry, forestry, earth sciences, etc.), as well in the quantitative 
sciences and information science (statistics, stochastics, etc.), 
which provide the academic foundation to the sciences. Research 
on risk is being conducted in such a wide range of academic 
disciplines because risk occurs in extremely diverse forms of 
human activities. Therefore, the ways of dealing with risk are also 
diverse. 

To investigate the actual conditions of different risks, the 
background of their occurrences, their perception by human beings, 
and how to deal with them, an academic approach to risk by 
multiple academic domains is becoming necessary. Also, since the 
beginning, life is a multifaceted, comprehensive engagement. 
Multifaceted, comprehensive approaches are essential to risk 
management in life and to rebuilding life after a disaster. Here, 
problem-solving through government-industry-academia 
cooperation and cross-disciplinary cooperation not covered by 
academic domains are required.    
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Emergence of Option Prices in Markets Populated by
Portfolio-Holders

Sarvar Abdullaev1 and Peter McBurney2 and Katarzyna Musial3

Abstract. Options constitute integral part of modern financial
trades, and are priced according to the risk associated with buying
or selling certain asset in future. Financial literature mostly con-
centrates on risk-neutral methods of pricing options such as Black-
Scholes model. However, using trading agents with utility function
to determine the option’s potential payoff is an emerging field in
option pricing theory. In this paper, we use one of such method-
ologies developed by Othman and Sandholm to design portfolio-
holding agents that are endowed with popular option portfolios such
as bullish spread, bearish spread, butterfly spread, straddle, etc to
price options. Agents use their portfolios to evaluate how buying or
selling certain option would change their current payoff structure.
We also develop a multi-unit direct double auction which preserves
the atomicity of orders at the expense of budget balance. Agents are
simulated in this mechanism and the emerging prices are compared
to risk-neutral prices under different market conditions. Through an
appropriate allocation of option portfolios to trading agents, we can
simulate market conditions where the population of agents are bear-
ish, bullish, neutral or non-neutral in their beliefs.

1 Introduction

The classic finance literature on derivatives is mostly based on Black-
Scholes framework [1] which prices options from the perspective of
no arbitrage assumption. According to this assumption, if there is a
strategy with other financial instruments in the market which could
simulate the payoff structure of the created financial contract, the
value of such contract must be equal to the total cost of running this
strategy. European option is one example of such financial contracts
that gives the right to its holder to buy or sell certain asset at an agreed
price in future. Black and Scholes showed that the payoff from hold-
ing an option (i.e. European option onwards) can be replicated by
taking positions in two different markets: one is risk-free investments
market, and the other is risky assets market. There is a mathematical
solution which requires the parameters of these underlying markets
to be set in order to compute the risk-neutral price of given option. In
its initial formulation, Black-Scholes framework models the risky un-
derlying market as Geometric Brownian Motion (GBM) which also
implies the efficiency of that market. Moreover, the risk-free market
was assumed to be static, so that the risk-free rate the investor has
chosen to price the option remained constant throughout the lifespan
of the option. Since then, similar models have been developed under
different assumptions about the underlying market, and some of the
important ones are Black-Scholes-Merton model which assumes that

1 King’s College London, UK, email: sarvar.abdullaev@kcl.ac.uk
2 King’s College London, UK, email: peter.mcburney@kcl.ac.uk
3 Bournemouth University, UK, email: kmusialgabrys@bournemouth.ac.uk

the asset prices are discontinuous [11] and Heston model which as-
sumes that the volatility of the asset prices also changes according to
certain stochastic model [7].

However it is known that contemporary financial markets are pop-
ulated with heterogeneous traders using different methodologies that
model the behaviour of markets. These are the crucial factors for each
trader to make buying or selling decision. There have been many re-
searches which propose agent-oriented approaches to price options,
in contrast to the previous models which were directed at model-
ing the behaviour of the markets as a whole. In agent-oriented ap-
proaches, the behaviour of an individual trader is designed, so they
can be simulated to obtain aggregate prices. This approach is also
referred as indifference pricing, so the agents are indifferent to the
exposed risk of buying or selling a contract based on their individ-
ual utility function. Another important aspect of indifference pric-
ing is that there is no unique price as it happens to be in monolithic
frictionless markets described in classic finance, but different bid-
ding and asking quotes for each agent using different utility function.
Gerber and Pafum described risk-averse traders based on an expo-
nential utility function which could produce a bid-ask spread around
risk-neutral option prices [4]. The width of the bid-ask spread could
be specified by the risk-averseness factor of the exponential utility
function. The other application of utility functions in pricing deriva-
tives can be the use of intrinsic aspects of the agent’s implementation
such as portfolio, budget constraints, transaction costs and the other
market related frictions. Carmona [2] and Henderson etal [6] pro-
vide extensive overview of indifference pricing methodologies used
in practice.

Beyond designing the trader’s behaviour, there has been a con-
siderable advancement in designing market mechanisms too. Such
mechanisms could determine the equilibrium prices and efficient al-
locations of goods from the corresponding behaviour of participating
agents. Typical implementations of auctions have realised these ob-
jectives along with other important properties such as incentive com-
patibility, individual rationality and budget-balance. Strategyproof
auctions can always guarantee truthfulness of participating agents
through revelation principle and some even allow traders to be more
expressive in revealing their combinatorial preferences. Parkes etal
[13] and Parsons etal [14] provided up-to-date survey of different
auction protocols, their designs and implementations.

The key question that we are posing in this paper is what op-
tion prices emerge if the traders come to the market already owning
some option portfolios, and they also make their pricing decisions
based on this fact. How would the prices be different from traditional
risk-neutral prices? In this paper, we develop an agent-based system
which uses direct double auction mechanism designed for trading
multi-unit orders which also preserve the atomicity of orders. We
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use inventory-based Logarithmic Market Scoring Rule (LMSR) op-
tion trader developed by Othman and Sandholm [12] to enable the
option pricing based on the trader’s current portfolio. Such agents
price options based on the payoff structure of their current portfo-
lio. For example, if the agent already owns short and long market
positions on certain number of Out-of-The-Money (OTM), At-The-
Money (ATM) and In-The-Money (ITM) options, his payoff can be
different based on the underlying asset price on maturity date. And by
pricing any given option with respect to his portfolio, agent computes
the logarithmic score difference between his current payoff structure
and the new payoff structure after buying or selling the option. We
endow the LMSR traders with commonly used option portfolios such
as bullish spread, bearish spread, butterfly spread etc. and run them
in our proposed mechanism. This allows us to set up different scenar-
ios in the market and observe the changes in option prices to evaluate
their sensitivity to certain factors such as changes in the asset price or
time-to-maturity of the option. The resulted prices are also compared
with the theoretical Black-Scholes prices as well as their theoretical
sensitivity to different factors. Besides that, we show the range of
accepted bids and asks on each trading day, and analyse the relative
efficiency and the distribution of differences in mechanisms budget.
The key contribution of this paper is that it shows how option prices
may differ from the theoretical prices when the option traders utility
is based on their corresponding portfolios. Moreover, it proposes a
new methodology in option pricing via double auctions which would
enable the analysts to mix different indifference pricing methodolo-
gies together to obtain competitive option prices.

2 Options

Option is the type of financial derivative that enables its holder (i.e.
owner) to buy or sell specified assets at certain future price to writer
(i.e. issuer) of the option. Holder of the option buys for an additional
cost (i.e option premium) determined by the market or the writer of
the option. On the other hand, the writer of the option sells by taking
future obligation to trade assets if holder chooses to exercise his right
to buy or sell. Option contract must specify the underlying asset to be
traded, its volume, strike price and expiration date. European options
can be exercised only on their maturity date, while American options
on any date until expiration. We will use only European options in
the scope of this paper.

Options are defined as put or call options depending on rights and
obligations that they bear. Put option gives its holder the right to sell
underlying assets at agreed strike price, where the writer has the lia-
bility to buy them when holder exercises his right. Call option gives
its holder the right to buy at agreed strike price, while the writer has
the liability to sell. Option’s value usually depends on several param-
eters of the underlying market such as spot asset price S0, risk-free
rate r and asset price volatility σ, and the conditions written in the
option contract such as strike price K and time to maturity T . The
other parameter of the asset (if it is a company stock) is the dividend
it yields annually. This is normally subtracted from the overall return
the asset is likely to make, but in this paper, we assume that the as-
set does not yield any dividend. There is an established relationship
between put and call options with the same strike price and maturity
date. This relationship results from the possibility of buying the one
and selling the other. Using the put-call parity relationship, we can
easily convert call prices to put prices, and vice versa. Therefore in
our simulation, we only price call options, because the put price can
be directly obtained from call price. Interested reader can look up the
Black-Schole’s formula[1] for risk-neutral pricing of options. Option

OTM ATM ITM
CALL K > St K = St K < St
PUT K < St K = St K > St

Table 1: Options by Moneyness

belongs to different moneyness range at any given time t depending
on whether its strike is greater or less than the current asset price.
Table 1 summarises the options by moneyness.

2.1 Greeks
Greeks analysis provides set of measurements for evaluating the sen-
sitivity of option price on different factors in the market. They have
important role in hedging portfolios and evaluating the volatility of
the asset prices. We consider two of them for purpose of our analysis
of option prices obtained from the simulation.

1. Delta ∆ = ∂c
∂S

: It measures the rate of change of the option price
with respect to the change in price of the underlying asset. For
example, if the delta of the call option is 0.4, then it means that if
there is small change in the underlying asset’s price, there will be a
change in call options price in 0.4 of that amount. Delta is defined
as the partial derivative of option’s price function with respect to
underlying asset price.

2. Theta Θ = − ∂c
∂τ

: It can be defined as the sensitivity of the option
price to the passage of time, or ’time decay’. Its value is always
negative, as option price becomes less sensitive to time as it ap-
proaches its maturity date. In other words, the payoff the option
yields is more certain near its maturity.

2.2 Option Portfolios
We review different types of option portfolios used in practice.
Traders can take different positions with options of different mon-
eyness and create option portfolios which can align with their fore-
cast and at same time limit their loss in case if their forecast is
not true. Cohen counts more than 40 option portfolios and classifies
them based on their market direction (i.e. bullishness or bearishness),
volatility level, riskiness and gain [3]. We will not use all of them, but
consider only the ones used in the scope of this work.

Let us consider, butterfly spread. This type of spread involves tak-
ing positions in options with three different strike prices. In butterfly
call spread, trader has an estimate that the price is not going to change
sharply, so he wants to stay neutral. He buys 2 call options: one ITM
with low K1 and one OTM with high K3. At the same time, he sells
2 ATM calls withK2, whereK2 is halfway between the range ofK1

and K3. This spread leads to a profit if the asset price will not go far
from its current spot price. It will incur in fixed loss if the asset price
changes sharply in either directions. Butterfly spread can be created
using put options as well. Figure 1 illustrates payoff structure of a
butterfly call spread.

We can summarize the option portfolios used in the scope of this
paper in Table 2 where cA stands for ATM call, pA ATM put, and so
forth.

3 Portfolio-holding Trading Agent
In prediction markets [15], the informants are allowed to change the
aggregator’s payoff structure for a corresponding payment. For ex-
ample, if aggregator is accepting bets for teams A and B on a football
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Figure 1: Butterfly Spread with Call Options.

Name cA pA cO pO cI pI
Bull Call Spread 0 0 -1 0 1 0
Bear Call Spread 0 0 1 0 -1 0
Butterfly Call Spread -2 0 1 0 1 0
Long Call Ladder -1 0 -1 0 1 1
Short Call Ladder 1 0 1 0 -1 0
Iron Butterfly -1 -1 1 1 0 0
Long Straddle 1 1 0 0 0 0
Long Strangle 0 0 1 1 0 0
Short Strangle 0 0 -1 -1 0 0
Strip 1 2 0 0 0 0

Table 2: Some of the Popular Option Portfolios

match, and his current payoff structure is (300,200) meaning that the
aggregator has to pay $300 in total if team A wins, and $200 if team
B wins. However one would like to bet on team A, and he expects
to receive $50 if his bet is achieved. The aggregator changes his pay-
off structure to (350,200) by accepting the bet, and he also needs to
decide how he can charge the client for accepting his bet. The most
common method for evaluating the cost of accepting the bet in pre-
diction markets, LMSR [5] and it is defined as a cost function for the
vector of payoffs x = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} on the probability space of
events Ω = {ω1, ω2, . . . , ωn}:

C(x) = b log

(∑
i

exp(xi/b)

)
(1)

where b > 0 is a liquidity parameter. The larger values of b produce
tighter bid/ask spreads, but may also incur larger worst-case losses
capped by b log(n) [12].

The agent who wishes to change the payoff from x to y has to
pay the difference between the costs C(y) − C(x). In our above
example, given that b = 100, the aggregator accepting bets must
charge the client C((350, 200))−C((300, 200)) ≈ $39 for the bet.

The same principle can be used for the option trader who holds a
certain portfolio of options that generate certain payoffs for differ-
ent asset price outcomes, and prices other options from the point of
his own payoff structure. The agent can virtually simulate buying or
selling particular type of option and compute the changes it makes
to his current payoff structure. For example, let agent take butterfly
call spread by buying ITM call at strike K1 = 80 and OTM call at
K3 = 120, and selling 2 ATM calls at K2 = 100. We can compute
his discounted payoffs for the range of possible prices where the as-
set price can end up at time T . Let this payoff structure be x, and it
can be depicted as in Table 3. The trader feels bullish and wants to

buy one more call option at strikeK4 = 130. This should change his
payoff structure to y as shown in Table 4.

Asset Prices Payoffs x

< 70 0.00
75 0.00
80 0.00
85 4.75
90 9.51
95 14.26

100 19.02
105 14.27
110 9.51
115 4.75
120 0.00

> 125 0.00

Table 3: Potential payoffs of the trader holding butterfly call spread BEFORE
buying call at K4 = 130

Asset Prices Payoffs y

< 70 0.00
75 0.00
80 0.00
85 4.75
90 9.51
95 14.26

100 19.02
105 14.27
110 9.51
115 4.75
120 0.00
125 0.00
130 0.00
135 4.75
140 9.51

> 145 e−rT (St − 130)

Table 4: Potential payoffs of the trader holding butterfly call spread AFTER
buying call at K4 = 130

As it can be seen from tables 3 and 4, buying a certain type of
option can significantly change the payoff structure of the trader. The
agent’s bid for buying an OTM option atK4 = 130 can be computed
from the difference of his payoff structures C(y) − C(x), and in
our particular case is $1.42 given that the liquidity parameter is b =
2500. We can also compute the Black-Scholes price of such option
given parameters T = 1, r = 0.05, S0 = 100, σ = 0.02 and it is
$2.52. This would mean that the trader places a bid for given OTM
option less than its risk-neutral value.

We have simulated bids and asks for the call option with different
strikes setting the liquidity parameter b = 100 and compared it with
Black-Scholes prices. Figure 2 illustrates the bids and asks of LMSR
trader holding butterfly call spread. This shows the breadth of bid-ask
spread for the call option under different strikes.

To sum up, the indifference pricing methods like LMSR takes into
account the agent’s current portfolio and make option pricing deci-
sions based on this information. We can use this principle in pop-
ulating the option market by traders holding various portfolios, and
observe the resulted option prices.
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Figure 2: Bids and asks of LMSR trader holding butterfly call spread in com-
parison with Black-Scholes prices.

4 Direct Double Auction

We extend McAfee’s double auction [10] to a multi-unit double auc-
tion, but in the process we have to give up its weakly budget-balanced
property and introduce an agent who has to subsidise the exposed
multi-unit bid or ask in order to preserve strategyproofness of the
mechanism and the atomicity of orders. There have been a num-
ber of multi-unit double auction designs proposed previously [8, 9]
which support weak budget-balance property. However these mecha-
nisms partially satisfy the orders to spread the burden of overdemand
or oversupply. In this design, we propose a multi-unit double auc-
tion that preserves the atomicity of orders at the expense of budget-
balance. The reason for such a requirement is that it is crucial for
the option trader who uses option portfolios. Because option portfo-
lio determines exactly at which quantity each type of option needs
to be sold or bought, trader cannot take quantity less than requested.
The violation of atomicity of orders would result in the distortion of
option portfolio as a whole.

Consider multi-unit bid as a tuple bi = (bi, qi) where bi is per unit
bid, and qi is the amount demanded. The same is defined for multi-
unit ask. We can split this tuple into set of equally-valued single-unit
bids bi =

⋃qi
t=1 bi,t. This can be done to asks as well. Then we

have complete set of bids b =
⋃n
i=1 bi and asks a =

⋃n
i=1 ai. We

can use single-unit McAfee’s mechanism to find the allocation and
payment. However, we can observe below that not all bids/asks can
be fully satisfied.

Lemma 4.1. In multi-unit McAfee’s mechanism, there exists at most
one multi-unit bid/ask which is partially satisfied, and the remaining
winning bids/asks are fully satisfied.

Proof. Let us assume that we use McAfee’s matching rule for ex-
panded set of single-unit bids b and asks a ordered subsequently
by its host multi-unit bid or ask. Then we should have some k
such that b(k) ≥ a(k) and b(k+1) < a(k+1) for their constituent
single-unit bids and asks. We can also claim, without loss of gen-
erality, that there exists such a multi-unit bid bi such that two of
its bids b(k), b(k+1) ∈ bi. This would imply that b(k) = b(k+1).
However, there cannot be some multi-unit ask aj having asks such
that a(k) = a(k+1), because it contradicts with b(k) ≥ a(k) and
b(k+1) < a(k+1). Hence, a(k) and a(k+1) must belong to different
multi-unit asks. It must also be the case that the multi-unit ask which

owns a(k) is fully satisfied, and so do other preceding winning multi-
unit bids and asks.

We can formulate an LP problem for for multi-unit bids and asks
where λi ∈ [0, 1] now. So it is not binary any more, and takes any
value between 0 and 1. When it takes 1, the multi-unit bid/ask is fully
satisfied, zero means it is rejected. But when λi ∈ (0, 1), the agent
i is partially satisfied. For given vectors of valuations and quantities
(v, q), allocation rule for multi-unit double auction is:

max
λ

∑
i

qiλivi (2)

s.t. λi ∈ [0, 1] ∀i (3)∑
i

qiλi = 0 (4)

where qi ∈ Z represents quantities, vi is the agent’s valuation, λi is
an allocation decision variable.

The solution of above allocation problem can be used to find the
volume demanded and supplied. Below are the formulas for comput-
ing the volumes of matched multi-unit bids Vb and asks Va.

Vb =
∑
i

qi s.t. qi > 0, λi > 0 (5)

Va =
∑
i

|qi| s.t. qi < 0, λi > 0 (6)

Let us denote the number of multi-unit bids matched (both fully and
partially) as K, and for multi-unit asks L. Also Kth multi-unit bid
would mean the lowest bid matched, and Lth multi-unit ask would
mean highest ask matched. I denote their quoted valuations as bK
and aL, and quantities as bqK and aqL respectively. From Lemma
4.1, we know that there is at most one λi ∈ (0, 1) exists, so let us
denote this as λ∗. It can also be noted that if such λ∗ exists, it either
belongs toKth multi-unit bid, or Lth multi-unit ask. Now depending
on whether λ∗ exists, and if it exists, to whom it is assigned to, we
apply appropriate payment rule. There are 3 cases that can emerge in
this mechanism:

1. No λ∗: This would mean that supply and demand is matched ex-
actly, hence Va = Vb. In this case, buyers pay at bK+1, sellers
receive at good aL+1. Because bK+1 < aL+1, mechanism sub-
sidises the deficit of Va(aL+1 − bK+1).

2. λ∗ is assigned to buyer: This means that there is an over-demand,
hence Vb > Va. In this case, mechanism rejects Kth multi-unit
bid. If there is a tie, it is randomly resolved. The remaining K− 1
buyers pay bK per unit, L sellers receive aL+1 per unit. As the im-
plication ofKth buyer rejection, a number of sellers at the bottom
of the list can be exposed to Va − Vb + bqK number of goods un-
matched. So mechanism pays out aL+1(Va − Vb + bqK) to them.
Because bK < aL+1 and number of full matches is Vb − bqK ,
mechanism subsidises in total the deficit of (Vb − bqK)(aL+1 −
bK) + aL+1(Va − Vb + bqK).

3. λ∗ is assigned to seller: This means that there is an over-supply,
hence Vb < Va. In this case, mechanism rejects Lth multi-unit
ask. If there is a tie, it is randomly resolved. The remaining L −
1 sellers receive aL per unit, K buyers pay bK+1 per unit. As
the implication of Lth seller rejection, a number of buyers at the
bottom of the list can be exposed to Vb−Va+aqL number of goods
unmatched. So mechanism sells out in total bK+1(Vb−Va+aqL)
worth of goods, and generates income. Because bK+1 < aL and
number of full matches is Va−aqL, mechanism subsidises in total
the deficit of (Va − aqL)(aL+1 − bK)− bK+1(Vb − Va + aqL).
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In above payment rules, mechanism is not only taking loss from
clearing bids and asks at their offsetting prices, but also covering the
exposed bids and asks resulting from the rejection of least efficient
traders. Although the first part of the mechanism’s loss can be in-
significant in competitive markets due to narrow difference between
inefficient bid and ask, the second part contributes the large portion
of it, as the mechanism takes the responsibility to cover the exposed
bids or asks. Given that the difference between aL+1 − bK is in-
significant, the worst case budget-deficit for the mechanism is given
below:

q̄(K − 1)(aL+1 − bK) + aL+1(q̄ − 1) (7)

In worst case budget-deficit scenario, all buyers submit cap quanti-
ties q̄, and Kth multi-unit bid is covered for q̄ − 1 of its bid. The
mechanism rejects Kth bid, and leaves q̄ − 1 quantities for matched
asks exposed. Mechanism spends extra aL+1(q̄ − 1) to cover these
exposed asks. Hence it is the incentive of the mechanism to keep q̄
as low possible to minimise its loss.

Theorem 4.1. Proposed multi-unit double auction is Dominant
Strategy Incentive Compatible (DSIC) and individual rational.

Proof. Proof is done using Vickrey’s argument. Without loss of gen-
erality, let us assume buyer i submits multi-unit bid (bi, qi) and
bi > vi.

1. No λ∗: Then the clearing price is bK+1, K buyers trade and there
is no partially satisfied bid. If buyer gets fully satisfied, then bi ≥
bK+1. So buyers utility is vi − bK+1, and in case if it is vi <
bK+1 buyer gets negative utility, while if he posted vi he would
not trade and his utility would be zero. If vi ≥ bK+1, the utility is
indifferent to truthful bidding. If his bid is rejected, buyer is also
indifferent.

2. λ∗ assigned to buyers: Then the clearing price is bK ,K−1 buyers
trade and there is one partially satisfied bid. If buyer gets fully sat-
isfied, the above Vickrey’s argument applies for critical bid bK . If
buyer gets rejected, he is indifferent to truthful bidding. However
if buyer is partially satisfied, then bK = bi > vi, he is rejected
and he would be rejected for submitting vi. So he is indifferent.

3. λ∗ assigned to sellers: Then the clearing price is bK+1, K buyers
trade and there is no partially satisfied bid. The same argument for
no λ∗ case applies here.

In case if bidder submits bi < vi.

1. No λ∗: Then the clearing price is bK+1, K buyers trade and
there is no partially satisfied bid. If buyer gets fully satisfied, then
vi > bi ≥ bK+1 and buyer has the same positive utility. If buyer
gets rejected, and vi > bK+1, buyer misses the positive utility,
otherwise he is indifferent.

2. λ∗ assigned to buyers: Then the clearing price is bK ,K−1 buyers
trade and there is one partially satisfied bid. If buyer gets fully sat-
isfied, he is indifferent. If buyer gets rejected, the above Vickrey’s
argument applies for critical bid bK . However if buyer is partially
satisfied, then bK = bi < vi, he is rejected and misses a positive
utility.

3. λ∗ assigned to sellers: Then the clearing price is bK+1, K buyers
trade and there is no partially satisfied bid. The same argument for
no λ∗ case applies here.

So there is a dominant strategy for buyer i, and it is bi = vi.
If buyer plays his dominant strategy, his utility is always non-

negative. Hence, buyer is ex-post individual rational. Same argument
applies to sellers.

There two ways of looking at the efficiency of the mechanism we
proposed. First way is computing the efficient trades happened within
the mechanism. Because mechanism takes the place of Kth (Lth)
rejected partially satisfied buyer (seller), the efficient trades are not
lost. Hence mechanism can be considered efficient. However there is
a partially satisfied bid (ask) rejected from the trade. In second way
of looking at mechanism’s efficiency, we can consider this rejected
partially satisfied bid (ask) as the lost efficiency, because the traders
are not benefiting from it. In this case, at most q̄ − 1 units of goods
supposed for trade can be lost.

Also it is worthwhile to mention that the proposed mechanism is
tractable, because it uses LP for determining the allocation which is
polynomially solvable, and the payment rule is O(1).

5 Experimental Results

We have simulated the asset prices using the Geometric Brownian
Motion with a calibrated parameters according to the historic data
of NASDAQ-100 index in 2014. The daily mean drift is computed as
µ = 0.0007, and and the volatility is σ = 0.0089. The figure 3 shows
the instance of simulated asset prices that I use for all experiments.
It can be seen that the initial asset price is the same as NASDAQ-100

Figure 3: Simulated NASDAQ-100 Indices

on 2 January 2014, S0 = $3563.57, and the it is ST = $3597.59 at
the end of the year. This particular instance of asset price is interest-
ing because it includes dramatic fluctuation near the end of the year.
This should enable us to stress test the option pricing methods that
are proposed. We also analyse option with strike $3563.00 which is
ATM. Also we use only call options for the simulation, because put
prices can be directly computed from the call price using put-call
parity relationship.

LMSR traders create a positive bid-ask spread, which forbids them
from trading if the market is uniformly populated with LMSR traders
holding the same portfolio. Therefore LMSR trader should be also
simulated in mixed groups each holding different set of portfolios,
and thus produce different prices. It is also important to note that
LMSR trader is deterministic in their pricing, because the only factor
which affects their pricing decision is their portfolio and fixed range
of events horizon that they use to compute their final payoff. There-
fore two LMSR traders holding the same portfolio produce same bids
or same asks. To make market more heterogeneous, I use most of the
option portfolios given in Table 2 to simulate traders from neutral,
non-neutral, bullish and bearish perspectives. The full list of LMSR
traders with the portfolios they hold is given in Table 5.

After running several experiments with LMSR traders, we found
out that liquidity b = 100 provides reasonable range of bids and asks
which are likely to produce trades in the market. LMSR trader picks
random quantities between -2000 and 2000 while submitting orders,
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Trader Name Belief Portfolio
LMSR-NEUT1 Neutral Butterfly Call Spread
LMSR-NEUT2 Neutral Iron Butterfly
LMSR-NEUT3 Neutral Long Call Ladder
LMSR-NEUT4 Neutral Short Strangle
LMSR-NON-NEUT1 Non-Neutral Short Call Ladder
LMSR-NON-NEUT2 Non-Neutral Long Straddle
LMSR-NON-NEUT3 Non-Neutral Long Strangle
LMSR-NON-NEUT4 Non-Neutral Strip
LMSR-BULL Bullish Bullish Call Spread
LMSR-BEAR Bearish Bearish Call Spread

Table 5: LMSR Traders and their portfolios

so agent’s decision to buy or sell is uniformly distributed. The nega-
tive quantities stand for asks, and the positive ones are bids. Table 6
lists some experimental scenarios using different LMSR traders to-
gether.

Groups Traders Population

NEUT,NON-NEUT

LMSR-NEUT1
LMSR-NEUT2
LMSR-NON-NEUT1
LMSR-NON-NEUT2

25
25
25
25

ALL

LMSR-NEUT1
LMSR-BULL
LMSR-BEAR
LMSR-NON-NEUT1

25
25
25
25

MORE BULL

LMSR-NEUT3
LMSR-BULL
LMSR-BEAR
LMSR-NON-NEUT3

10
70
10
10

MORE BEAR

LMSR-NEUT4
LMSR-BULL
LMSR-BEAR
LMSR-NON-NEUT4

10
10
70
10

Table 6: Experiments with LMSR Traders

Mechanism simulates 365 trading days going up to the point the
option expires. It feeds the option market with new asset price in-
formation and collects corresponding bids and asks from LMSR
traders. Because mechanism is direct, it clears order in one round
and switches to the next trading day. Every trading day, the traders
are re-instantiated with the same distribution of portfolios so they do
not remember their previous choices. Greeks are simulated by lin-
early changing the control factors (asset price or time to maturity)
and fixing the other parameters constant, and inputting the given set-
ting to a mechanism populated with the same traders.

Figures from 4 to 7 represent the simulation of different groups of
traders given in Table 6. The yellow shaded area indicates the range
of accepted orders for a given day, the blue line is the Black-Scholes
price which is accepted as a benchmark model, and the red line in-
dicates the average of clearing bid and ask prices for given day. In
Figure 4 we can see the trade between neutral and non-neutral port-
folio holders. It can be seen that the prices are volatile around Black-
Scholes prices. This is explained using the deterministic nature of
LMSR traders. The whole market consists of 2 neutral LMSR traders
and 2 non-neutral LMSR traders who output all together 8 different
pricing quotes, 4 for bids and 4 for asks. So naturally, one of 4 bids
and one of 4 asks are used as the clearing prices for the matched
orders. Because mechanism has very few choices to determine the
clearing price among mostly homogeneous quotes, the option price

for each trading day differs significantly. In Figure 5, we can see that
the prices start with the same volatility, but upon maturity they get
close to the option’s theoretical price and the volatility around it sub-
sides. Figure 6 illustrates the market mostly populated with bullish
traders. In this example, there is no much volatility, and the prices are
generally close to risk-neutral price. This is because the upward trend
of the asset prices correspond with the traders’ expectations. How-
ever in the market of bearish traders as shown in Figure 7, the call
options are initially underpriced, because the direction of asset prices
is opposite to traders’ belief and therefore considered less profitable
for them. However the prices cross the risk-neutral price only after
option lives the half of its lifespan. This is because the payoff from
the option becomes more certain, as the asset prices continue to grow
defying the bearish belief of traders. We simulate the Greeks using

Figure 4: Market Simulation of Traders in NEUT and NON-NEUT Group

Figure 5: Market Simulation of Traders in ALL Group

Figure 6: Market Simulation of Traders in MORE BULL Group

the mixed population (i.e. group ALL) of LMSR traders for OTM,
ATM and ITM calls and compare them with Black-Scholes analyt-
ical solutions. Simulation of Greeks involves fixing all parameters
of the market, except the one which is tested for sensitivity. For ex-
ample, the delta is measured by linearly changing the asset prices
in the mechanism while fixing the passage of time and other param-
eters such as the population of traders, risk-free interest rates, etc.
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Figure 7: Market Simulation of Traders in MORE BEAR Group

Figure 8 shows the deltas obtained from the simulation, and it can be
seen that they steeper compared to Black-Scholes’ analytical delta.
This means that in a market populated with LMSR traders the option
prices are highly sensitive to the changes in the asset price. Similar to
risk-neutral pricing, the option price is highly volatile when the asset
price is around its corresponding strike. The steepness of delta can
be explained using characteristics of the mechanism and the LMSR
traders involved. Because LMSR traders produce limited number of
different bids and asks for the same option, and the mechanism has
to clear the orders using the critical bids and asks, the sharp jumps in
option prices are plausible. We have also simulated the option theta

Figure 8: Option’s delta Figure 9: Option’s theta

for the same configuration of the market. In Figure 9, we linearly
changed the asset prices and computed the option’s sensitivity to the
change in time. We can see how the option price loses less than risk-
neutral price when the asset price is around its strike as it approaches
its maturity date. This is because LMSR traders are more inclined
to their private beliefs related to the payoff from the portfolios they
hold. This results in less change in option price compared to risk-
neutral traders when the option is nearing its maturity date. We also
observed that theta is less than the analytical solution if simulated per
change in time-to-maturity.

From above simulations, we also found out that about 10% of ef-
ficient trades have been rejected by the mechanism to preserve the
atomicity of other orders. It also means that mechanism had to cover
up 10% of overall trades due to this rejection. Also surplus or defi-
ciencies resulted from clearing the trades has been distributed around
zero.

6 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have simulated LMSR-based option trading agents
holding popular option portfolios in a multi-unit direct double auc-
tion to analyse the resulted option prices. Our simulation results have
shown that pricing option via double auctions is a valid technique as

the obtained prices were close to risk-neutral solution if the mar-
ket was populated with traders having different beliefs. Besides that
we were able to observe option prices under different population of
traders with bearish, bullish, neutral and non-neutral beliefs mod-
elled through their corresponding portfolios. For example, we have
seen that the neutral and non-neutral traders create volatility as their
portfolios consist of opposite payoff structure. Also in more bearish
population of traders, the calls were initially underpriced until the op-
tion reached half-way to its maturity. When all traders are simulated
together, the volatility of prices subsided as the option approached
its maturity date. From Greeks analysis, we found out that the option
prices are highly sensitive to the changes in the asset price, while
they are less sensitive to the change in maturity date. This can be
seen from the comparatively fixed width of accepted orders too in
the simulation of the marketplace. Moreover we determined that in
our current setting, we could generate enough volume if we set the
liquidity parameter to b = 100 (although it is specific to particular
price range of options, and not generic quality.). We also analysed
the mechanism’s relative efficiency and the budget balance.

This approach can be further improved using other incentive com-
patible mechanisms such as original McAfee’s double auction with
single-unit orders. Also the traders can be more sophisticated in mak-
ing buy or sell decisions rather than randomly choosing the either ac-
tion. Also other indifference pricing methods such as traders with ex-
ponential utility, zero-intelligence traders, etc can be simulated with
our presented agents to observe their impact to the results obtained,
and to analyse how they are different from the standard risk-neutral
valuation techniques.
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On the logical and ontological treatment of IMDJ data
Akinori Abe1

Abstract. Recently we have been able to deal with a great vol-
ume of data. Accordingly the keyword “big data” is referred to in
various type of applications. For that several frameworks for dealing
with such data have been proposed. For instance, during performing
the game Innovators Marketplace, participants generate novel prod-
ucts by combining several techniques. The strategy for generating
new product can be regarded as abduction. In addition, if we deal
with data in a logical processing such as abduction, it will be possi-
ble to perform more sophisticated procedure. In this paper, a logical
processing of data in IMDJ as well as an abductive strategy will be
discussed. In addition, an ontology based data access to IMDJ for
inferences will be discussed.

1 Introduction
In these several years, we should deal with a great volume of data.
Accordingly the keyword “big data” is often used for various type
of applications. If we can have a lot of data, it will be preferable for
data analysis. However, if the data size increases, it is rather difficult
to deal with such big data. Of course, we should consider the moral
and humanity perspective of the data. In such situation, the data can-
not be published easily. In USA, the system of open data is supported
by the Transparency and Open Government [18]. In fact the data is
obtained by the government. On the other hand, in Europe legisla-
tion is conducted in order to protect the personal data [22]. Thus the
policy of data treatment is different in the world.

In addition, semantic web has been moved and extended to the
open data system called linked data. Where data is described in the
format of RDF. The format is preferable for the data processing
by the computer. Thus open data have been moved to linked open
data (LOD) [12]. Accordingly from the viewpoint of data treatment
scheme, data tends to be opened to the public in the world.

However, it is not easy to publicate the open data. Ohsawa pro-
posed the system “Data Jacket” [17]. It can be regarded as the sys-
tem in which when data is provided, its actual content is hidden but
index which shows the abstract or list of the data is shown. Ohsawa
used the metaphor of CD’s jacket for the explanation of Data Jacket
[14]. Accordingly Data Jacket can be considered a data set which
shows only index of the data. That is, we can understand data’s ab-
stract feature but we cannot know the actual contents. This follows
the concept of open data, but we cannot see inside of the data. It is
possible control the level of publication.

Ohsawa et al. conduct the innovation game (Innovators Market-
place) based on the framework of Data Jacket [16]. During the inno-
vation game players combine techniques to build new products. This
type of activity can be regarded as abduction. Based on the above
concept, I discussed the role of abduction in the innovation game [2].
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In the following, I will discuss the logical treatment of data as
well as the abductive strategy in the innovation game. In addition, an
ontology based data access to IMDJ for inferences will be discussed.

2 Abduction and Clause Management System
(CMS)

2.1 Hypothetical reasoning (abduction)
In this section, abduction is explained as hypothetical reasoning. In
fact hypothetical reasoning prepares a hypothetical base to select
consistent hypothesis set for the inference. So it does not build a
new product from nothing, but performs an “operation of adopting
an explanatory hypothesis [19]” which is pointed out by Peirce.

A hypothetical reasoning is a reasoning strategy to deal with in-
complete knowledge. This “incomplete”ness means that it is not
complete in the sense that all knowledge cannot always be trusted
as true. Thus the inference performs as a non-monotonic reasoning
[10, 11]. The well-known systems of abduction are Theorist [20] and
ALP (Abductive Logic Programming) [9]. A hypothetical reasoning
is illustrated based on Theorist.

A hypothetical reasoning which is an explanatory reasoning gener-
ates (collects) a consistent hypothesis set from hypothesis candidates
to explain the given observation. The generated hypothesis set can be
regarded as an answer (solution) which can explain the observation.
This reasoning is a reasoning dealing with incomplete knowledge.
This is because the hypothesis base using in the reasoning may con-
tain not-true knowledge (Knowledge is not true in a certain situation
or more than two knowledge are not true or consistent in the same
time.). The following is the inference mechanism of a hypothetical
reasoning.

F ̸⊢ O. (O cannot be explained only by F.) (1)

F ∪ h ⊢ O. (O can be explained by F and h.) (2)

F ∪ h ̸⊢ 2. (F and h are consistent.) (3)

where F is called fact which is always true. On the other hand, h is
called hypothesis which is not always true and included in the hy-
pothesis set H (h ⊆ H). O is an observation to be explained. 2 is
an empty set. When F ∪ h ⊢ 2, F and h are not consistent. In the
knowledge base, inconsistent information is also included.

In addition, for hypothesis generation (selection), minimality con-
dition should be considered. Although several problems are pointed
out, it is a proper condition for the effective reasoning. In fact, for
the applications such as an LSI circuit design, the minimality condi-
tion functions well. But for the application such as a natural language
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processing, the minimality condition does not function well [13]. For
the problem, please see [13].

2.2 Clause Management System (CMS)
Clause Management System (CMS) [21] proposed by Reiter and de
Kleer is a framework for the database management. The management
framework can be regarded as abduction. Since CMS shows missing
and necessary minimal clauses for explanation of a certain situation.
That is, if we use CMS as abduction, it is possible to generate missing
knowledge for a certain inference.

An abductive reasoning in CMS is conducted as follows:
When

Σ ̸|= C, (4)

(C (observation) cannot be explained only by Σ)
CMS will generate a minimal clauses set S to Σ for satisfying the
following formulae.

Σ |= S ∨ C, (5)

Σ ̸|= S. (6)

(¬S is not included in Σ.)
S is called minimal support clause. And ¬S can be considered

as a missing hypothesis set to explain C in the world (knowledge
base) of clause set Σ. Accordingly ¬S can be considered as an ab-
ductive hypothesis set. For the hypothesis reasoning, it is necessary
to prepare a candidate hypothesis set. However, for CMS it is not
necessary to prepare such a set. However, the generated hypothesis
set cannot always be correct and sometimes it is too minimal. Then
if CMS is introduced, it is necessary to be careful in the hypothesis
set selection.

2.3 Abductive Analogical Reasoning (AAR)
As shown above, CMS generates only the minimal hypothesis set.
Thus it is not always the case we can obtain the sufficient hypothesis
set. Accordingly I proposed Abductive Analogical Reasoning (AAR)
[1] that logically and analogically generates missing hypotheses. Its
generation mechanism is similar to CMS’s. Structures of generated
knowledge sets are analogous to the known knowledge sets. In the
framework of AAR, not completely unknown but rather unknown hy-
potheses can be generated. In addition, by the introduction of analog-
ical mapping, we can adopt new hypothesis evaluation criteria other
than Occam’s Razor (for instance, criteria such as explanatory coher-
ence [23]). The inference mechanism is briefly illustrated as follows
(for notations, see [1]):

When

Σ ̸|= O, (O cannot only be explained by Σ.) (7)

Σ (background knowledge) lacks a certain set of clauses to explain
O. Consequently, AAR returns a set of minimal clauses S such that

Σ |= S ∨O, (8)

¬S ̸∈ Σ. (9)

The result is the same as CMS’s. This is not always a guaranteed
hypothesis set. To guarantee the hypothesis set, we introduced ana-
logical mapping from known knowledge sets.

S |; S′, (S′ is analogically transformed from S.) (10)

¬S′ ∈ Σ, (11)

S′ |; S′′, (12)

Σ |= S′′ ∨O, (13)

¬S′′ ̸∈ Σ. (14)

O is then explained by ¬S′′ as an hypotheses set. Thus we can gen-
erate a new hypothesis set that is logically abduced whose structure
is similar to authorized (well-known) knowledge sets.

2.4 What is abduction for?
As shown above, abduction is regarded as the inference which can
generate what the user wants to generate. In addition, even if the
necessary data is missing from the database, abduction can generate
or suggest the necessary data. In the following sections, based on the
feature of abduction shown in this section, I will discuss the inference
procedure in IMDJ as abduction and the possibility of an abductive
inference in a database.

3 Innovation Marketplace on Data Jacket (IMDJ)
Innovation Marketplace on Data Jacket (IMDJ) is called as Innova-
tion Game. The Innovation Game seems a game where a new produc-
tion will be obtained during the combination of various techniques,
materials and previous products.

Usually the game adopt an analogous game system. It uses a large
paper. KeyGraph’s output is printed on a large paper (game board).
For instance as shown in Figure 1, techniques and their abstract ex-
planations are printed. In addition, techniques are linked by the links
generated by KeyGraph.

Figure 1. A game board in Innovation Marketplace on Data Jacket

The mechanism of KeyGraph generation was illustrated in [15]. So
I will not give detailed illustration of the generation of the links. Par-
ticipants place yellow cards (showing their requirements) and blue
cards (their proposal) on the game board. By the above activities,
several requirements and proposals are shown. For the game that I
took part in, techniques other than those printed on could be used.
Such techniques can be searched by the computer software. They are
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used in the previous games. Participants generate several proposal by
combining techniques on the game board and additional techniques.
Then several applications which will satisfy requirements are pro-
posed.

While the game participants buy proposals according to their sense
of value (How their requirements are satisfied and the proposal is
good.). In addition, proposals are valued by the all participants. The
best proposal can obtain money. The winner is a participant who can
obtain the biggest money. One of the strategy in this game is to obtain
as many money as a participant can. This fact can be regarded as
an economic game. For that it is necessary to produce the best and
unique proposal that can satisfy one or more requirements. This can
be regarded as the best design and requirement satisfaction problem.
That is a type of constraint solving problem (CSP) which can be
solved by abduction. I will discuss the production strategy not from
the economic viewpoint but from the abductive viewpoint.

To summarize the game, when a requirement (yellow card) is
given, a proposal (blue card) will be generated accordingly. Even if
the proper techniques are not on the game board, techniques which
were used in the previous game can be searched and used. In this
sense, the strategy used in this game can be regarded as abduction.
The detailed illustration of abduction was given in the previous sec-
tion. In the next section, I will show the brief strategy of the Innova-
tion Game.

Briefly explained, in the Innovation Game participants do their
best to explain the certain requirement by generating or collecting
a set of hypothesis (in this case, a set of techniques) in the current
environment. Many creative activities can be performed as a case of
abduction. Accordingly this type of inference strategy can be consid-
ered as abduction. Of course, if the current environment changes, the
strategy and the conclusion will change. Thus the inference strategy
has the characteristic of non-monotonic reasoning.

4 The possibility of inference in database
4.1 The role of abduction in IMDJ
In the Innovation Game participants do their best to explain the cer-
tain requirement by generating or collecting a set of hypothesis (in
this case, a set of techniques) in the current environment. Then in the
game, they buy and sell the products.

Participants place yellow cards (showing their requirements) and
blue cards (their proposal) on the game board. By the above activi-
ties, several requirements and proposals are shown. For the game that
I took part in, techniques other than those printed on could be used.
Such techniques can be searched by the computer software. They are
used in the previous games. Participants generate several proposal by
combining techniques on the game board and additional techniques.
Then several applications which will satisfy requirements are pro-
posed. As a game, participants evaluate proposals that satisfy their
requirements. If they are satisfied with a certain proposal, they pay
money to obtain it. A person who can obtain the largest mount of
money can win the game. In addition, at the end of game, proposals
are evaluated again by participants. Then the main activity in IMDJ is
to generate hypothesis set (in this case, a set of techniques) satisfying
requirements in the current environment. Many creative activities can
be performed as a case of abduction. Thus this type of inference strat-
egy can be considered as abduction. In addition, if the environment
changes, we must consider non-monotonic feature of reasoning.

A strategy “generating or collecting a set of hypothesis (in this
case, a set of techniques) to explain a certain requirement.” can be
formalized as hypothetical reasoning as follows:

environment ̸⊢ requirement. (15)

(In the current environment, it is not possible to explain the re-
quirement.)

environment ∪ techniques ⊢ requirement. (16)

(In the current environment, when we can generate a set of tech-
niques it is possible to explain the requirement.)

environment ∪ techniques ̸⊢ 2. (17)

(In the current environment, the set of techniques are consistent.)

For instance, if the requirement is such as “I would like to go to
see the Olympic game by taking the rest,” it will perhaps mean “I
would like to go to see the Olympic game without any allowance,
but I do not like my secret to be disclosed to my office.” Then the
above situation can be described as follows:

knowledge of the place the Olympic game is held ∪
{show a different place ∪ perform tweet} ⊢

pretend his/her place. (18)

Techniques shown in the technical map to achieve the above pro-
posal are “shop arrival count data” and so on. By using them, the
proposal satisfying the requirements will be generated. That is, a par-
ticipant generates a technique satisfying the requirements “to pretend
his/her place” and to make use of the tweet technique (perhaps of the
Olympic game) by manipulating “shop arrival count data” rather dif-
ferently from the original usage.

Then by the process shown in [2] hypothesis (necessary technique)
can be generated. In fact, by using CMS and AAR, the above strategy
can be explained. For instance, in the above example, suppose we do
not have a technique “perform tweet.” Then

knowledge of the place the Olympic game is held ∪
{show a different place} ̸⊢ pretend his/her place. (19)

If we follow CMS, the following formula can be obtained.

knowledge of the place the Olympic game is held ̸|=
{¬show a different place} ∨ pretend his/her place. (20)

knowledge of the place the Olympic game is held |=
S ∨ {¬show a different place} ∨ pretend his/her place. (21)

In order to satisfy the requirement, it is necessary to find minimal
S supporting the following formula. If we can obtain S = ¬tell, the
above formula can be satisfied.

knowledge of the place the Olympic game is held |=
{¬tell ∨ ¬show a different place} ∨

pretend his/her place. (22)
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As for the clause “show a different place,” a technique such as
“shop arrival count data” can be used to achieve it 2. The most diffi-
cult problem is how to generate a clause “tell.” It will be possible by
the introduction of AAR to generate a clause “tell.”

When the following formula is obtained;

knowledge of the place the Olympic game is held |=
{¬tell ∨ ¬shop arrival count data} ∨

pretend his/her place. (23)

It will be necessary to search or generate a technique similar to
“tell.” For instance, if we interpret “tell” as “communicate (send)
his/her voice via air,” then “broadcast” which can be interpreted as
“communicate (send) his/her voice via radio wave,” (thus “tell ≈
broadcast”) can be searched from the knowledge base in the other
context or newly generated. In addition, if we interpret “tell” as
“communicate phrase (including characters) via air,” then “perform
tweet” which can be interpreted as “communicate phrase (including
characters) vie the internet,” (thus “tell ≈ perform tweet”) can be
searched from the knowledge base in the other context or generated
newly. The selection of hypothesis set is determined considering if
the hypothesis set is consistent with “the place the Olympic game is
held” and other techniques, and if it can be used in the context. If
it is not consistent, it is necessary to produce new techniques or to
replace with the other techniques. This is a non-monotonic aspect of
this reasoning. In this case, if the personal information is “broadcast-
ing” in “the place the Olympic game is held,” the activity “broad-
cast” will reveal the personal information. Therefore “broadcast” is
not consistent in the situation. “Perform tweet” has a rather publi-
cation feature, but it may not be so bad compared with “broadcast.”
Accordingly, “perform tweet” can be adopted as a similar technique
as “tell.” The proposal shown in the technical map is determined, be-
cause the proposer thought “perform tweet” was enough to keep the
privacy of the individual. If it is not still sufficient, it will be nec-
essary to adopt another technique that can keep the privacy of the
individual better, for instance, “send a message via FB (Facebook)”
(“tell ≈ send a message via FB”). This type of non-monotonic hy-
pothesis selection continues until a consistent hypothesis set can be
generated. In addition, when the generated hypothesis set cannot be
used as it is, an analogical mapping is introduced to generate new
and usable hypothesis set in the situation.

knowledge of the place the Olympic game is held |≈
{¬send a message via FB ∨ ¬shop arrival count data}

∨pretend his/her place. (24)

In the above, simple analogical mappings are shown, however it
can be considered more complex angelical mapping such as the struc-
ture mapping shown by Gentner [7]. Actually a analogical mapping
between, for instance, “tell and broadcast” can be discussed in the
structure mapping.

4.2 Abduction inside the database
As shown above, in IMDJ if a certain technique cannot be found in
the technical map, it can be searched on PC if it was used in the previ-
ous game. However, sometimes we cannot determine what is missing

2 It is necessary to provide a background knowledge about this knowledge to
perform this.

or what is necessary to satisfy the requirement. In addition, if the in-
side of the database is not known, it is difficult to search such knowl-
edge. In such case, it is necessary to generate missing knowledge.
Abduction used above can perform a hypothesis generation by hy-
pothetical reasoning and an analogical hypothesis generation based
on the similar hypothesis. However, it is rather difficult to generate
a bland new hypothesis in the hypothetical reasoning framework. In
such cases, it will be necessary to introduce such a system or strategy
as CMS [21].

In CMS as shown in the previous section, the minimal knowledge
missing from the database for the explanation of something is sug-
gested. It is regarded as the same knowledge as that obtain by ab-
duction. A database is not always perfect, it is preferable to generate
missing candidate knowledge for the explanation of the observation.
In addition, it is possible to check if the database is perfect or not.
Especially the database whose inside is not open to the public, such
procedure is necessary.

4.2.1 Relational Data Mining

Relational data mining is the data mining technique for relational
databases. In this paper I will not discuss data mining, but the fol-
lowing concept “relational” should be considered in an inference.

Džeroski pointed out for relational data mining that “most existing
data mining approaches look for patterns in a single table,... . Rela-
tional data mining approaches, on the other hand, look for patterns
that involve multiple relations from a relational database” [5]. Thus
relational data mining is different from the previous3 data mining. It
performs data mining of related data based on the framework of, for
instance, relational database.

For instance, the example shown in [5] is:

IF Customer(C1, Age1, Income1, TotalSpent1,
BigSpender1)

AND MarriedTo(C1, C2)
AND Customer(C2, Age2, Income2, TotalSpent2,

BigSpender2)
AND Income2 >= 108000

THEN BigSpender1 = Yes

Here it is pointed out that C1 and C2 are connected (related) via
the relationship MarriedTo. Such a relationship can be described
in the Linked data, and in Data Jacket such description should be
considered. For instance, analogical relationship can be described in
the same way such as followings:.

SimilarTo(broadcast, Facebook)

By using this type of data, a knowledge searching in database be-
comes more flexible. Then a flexible reasoning can be achieved. In
fact, recently a relational data system has seemed to change to Linked
Data system, that was a semantic web. In the Linked Data system,
concepts are written in the format of RFD. RDF will be an extended
format of a relational data system. Thus we can discuss the same
issue in the semantic web and its extension of Linked Data.

On the Linked Data system, the relation such as
SimilarTo(broadcast, Facebook) can be discussed
in the structure-mapping case. In fact, the relationship is described in
a linked information, but the linked information can be described in
more complex description such as nested and hierarchical models.

3 This paper was written in 2001, but it can still be said so.
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4.2.2 Stream reasoning

For the linked data the possibility and necessarily of the stream rea-
soning is discussed [4]. For the stream reasoning, it is pointed out that
it is necessary to handle massive datasets, to process data streams on
the fly, to cope with heterogeneous dataset, to cope with incomplete
data, to cope with noisy data. to provide reactive answers, to sup-
port fine-grained information access, and to integrate complex do-
main models. According to the above requirements, the basic con-
cept of the stream reasoning was formalized. Then several stream
reasoning system such as C-SPARQL [4] and EP-SPARQL [3] have
been proposed. They are an extension of SPARQL which is a query
language for RDF. Actually the stream reasoning is a reasoner for
stream data. This type of reasoning is very important for the chang-
ing data. But the most interesting feature of the stream reasoning is
that it performs an ontology based data access. Gebser et al. formal-
ize stream reasoning based on Answer Set Programming (ASP) [6].
This system utilizes time-decaying logic programs to capture sliding
window data in a natural way. Except the inference for stream data,
an ontology based data accessing reasoning can be considered in in-
ferences in IMDJ. It will be a nice idea to introduce the concept of
the stream reasoning to abduction, especially CMS-based abduction.
Then more flexible reasoning can be achieved. In addition, a (struc-
tural) analogical reasoning can combined to the concept of the stream
reasoning. Especially, if ASP-based stream reasoning is considered,
a very useful system can be constructed.

4.3 Ontology based data access and reasoning in
IMDJ

As shown above, the concept of the stream reasoning is suitable to
reasoning in IMDJ. The above reasoning can be achieved by the con-
cept of the ontology based data access. In the system of ontology,
data are described in relationships which are hierarchical and linking
relationships. If we can follow such relationships, even if we do not
know the inside of the database, a certain inference can be achieved
by abduction, and the necessary technique can be suggested. By a
certain control, such suggestion can hide an actual the information of
the inside of the data. Thus we can evaluate the necessity data in the
database.

When the database is described in RFD format, if the user input
query, the proper data extraction and inference will be performed by
stream reasoning. In addition, if we introduce the reasoning system
such as CMS and AAR, the above inference will be possible.

Thus for the in database reasoning, the concept of the stream rea-
soning can be adopted and the framework of RFD format can be ap-
plied to excecuting the analogical mapping in the reasoning system
such as CMS and AAR.

For IMDJ Hayashi proposed to create a database for accurate ex-
traction and reuse of knowledge by converting scenarios with RDF
[8]. Accordingly knowledge contained in scenarios can be described
structurally in RDF description. This description can be used for
knowledge recommendation system in which when a user inputs a
new scenario on the Web browser, the system returns related knowl-
edge retrieved from RDF stores. This mechanism is achieved by
SPARQL which is a query language for RDF. Our final aim is to
achieve abductive reasoning which can generate missing or new hy-
pothesis in IMDJ.

5 Conclusions

In this paper I discussed the logical treatment of data in IMDJ. First,
I reviewed my previous work which is abductive consideration of the
performance in IMDJ. Then I proposed the consideration of the con-
cept of the stream reasoning and the concept of relational data min-
ing. Where relationships between data are considered in an inference.
In fact, all data should be regarded as patterns that involve multiple
relations. Thus for reasoning, it will be necessary to consider such
relationships. For that the data format of RDF for the database de-
scription can be adopted. Then the ontology based data access can
be introduced during abductive reasoning. Accordingly we can per-
form flexible inference in IMDJ’s proposal generation. Then the pos-
sibility that for the in database reasoning, the concept of the stream
reasoning can be adopted and the framework of RFD format can be
applied to excecuting the analogical mapping in the reasoning system
such as CMS and AAR was shown. This is a keypooint of this paper.
By this frmework, very frexible reasoning in IMDJ can be acheived.

This is a preliminary discussion of the possibility of introduction
of ontology based data access to IMDJ for inferences. In the next
paper, more detailed discussion can be performed.
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Study Chance Discovery in Temporal Linear
Non-Transitive Logic with Agent’s Knowledge

Vladimir V. Rybakov1,2 1

Abstract. We consider CD interpreted in a framework of
non-transitive temporal logic with elements of multi-agency.
This approach is based on temporal linear intransitive mod-
els with elements of multi-agency, – agent’s relation of the
agent responsible for any given state. Non-transitive time im-
itates computational processes with incomplete information
or parts of information lost while computational runs. We
suggest a logical language and introduce a logic based at this
language having the mentioned models as semantics. We de-
velop a mathematical theory, give illustrating examples for
CD based at these models and suggest an algorithm dealing
with satisfiability problem.

Keywords: temporal logics, multi-agent logics, chance dis-
covery, CD

1 Introduction

We aim to investigate elements of Chance Discovery (CD) in-
terpreted in terms of temporal logic in case of non-transitive
time. CD is a new active branch of computer science deal-
ing with elements of uncertainty - in human reasoning or
present data - a “chance” which is usually meant as a new
event/situation that can be conceived either as an opportu-
nity or as a risk in the future. CD, as a discipline (cf. Ohsawa
and McBurney [23], Abe and Ohsawa [1]) initially appeared
in Japanese school as a direction in Artificial Intelligence (AI)
and Computer Science (CS). CD it works with construction
and study various methods for discovering chance events (cf.
e.g. papers [1, 2, 3, 4, 24, 25, 26, 13, 15, 26]).

Since a time ago (about 2007) some steps to develop a tech-
nique for study CD in terms of mathematical logic based on
Kripke/Hintikka like models also were undertaken (cf. e.g.
Rybakov [31]) Rybakov [28], [29, 30, 31, 32, 27]). In these
papers interpretation of CD was primarily modeled via in-
troductions of new logical operations based on possibility to
happen (possibility to occur, etc).

In present time another elements from AI and logic were
applied to CD area. For example, multi-agent systems (with
autonomous or interacting, say competitive) were involved in
the research. Technique and research outputs here are various,

1 School of Computing, Mathematics and Digital Technolo-
gies, Manchester Metropolitan University(1), Manchester M1
5GD, UK, and – part time: Institute of Mathematics,
Siberian Federal University(2), Krasnoyarsk, Russia, e-mail:
V.Rybakov@mmu.ac.uk

diverse and work well in many areas (cf. Nguyen et al [19, 20,
21], Arisha et al [5], Avouris [6], Hendler [14]). From area of
mathematical logic, many techniques concerning multi-agency
were applied (cf. [10, 11, 12]).

Multi-agent epistemic logics have found various applica-
tions in fields ranging from AI domains such as robotics, plan-
ning, and motivation analysis in natural language, to negoti-
ation and game theory in economics, to distributed systems
analysis and protocol authentication in computer security.
These applications are based at the fact that intelligent agents
must be able to reason about knowledge. Multi-agents’ log-
ics, in particular, appeared in the research about knowledge
representation and reasoning about knowledge and beliefs (cf.
for example, [10, 11, 12]). To mention some initial typical log-
ical tools cf. ones from Brachman and Schmolze (1985, [8]),
Moses and Shoham (1993, [16]), Nebel (1990, [18]), Quantz
and Schmits (1994, [22]). Research of agent-decision oriented
systems paid many attention to formal descriptions of the
meaning of agents knowledge.

In present research we study ways of representation CD
in the framework of non-transitive temporal logic with ele-
ments of multi-agency. The latter one will be represented as
possession in any state its own accessibility relation - agent’s
relation of the agent responsible for this state. Non-transitive
time imitates computational processes with incomplete infor-
mation or parts of information lost while computational runs.
We construct mathematical models and suggest an algorithm
dealing with satisfiability problem. In the beginning we give
some basic terminology and notation for reading the repre-
sented results.

2 Preliminaries

Our aim is to study the ways to interpret CD in the case when
run of time (in applications - e.g. - computational threads,
paths of information transition) is intransitive. We absorb and
use traditional linear temporal logic as a departure point. Re-
call that the language of the Linear Temporal Logic (LTL in
the sequel) extends the language of Boolean logic by opera-
tions N (next) and U (until). The formulas of LTL are built
up from a set Prop of atomic propositions (synonymously
- propositional letters) and are closed under applications of
Boolean operations, the unary operation N (next) and the
binary operation U (until). The formula Nφ has meaning:
the statement φ holds in the next time point (state); the for-
mula φUψ means: φ holds until ψ will be true.

Semantics for LTL consists of infinite transition systems
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(runs, computations); formally they are represented as linear
Kripke structures based on natural numbers. The infinite lin-
ear Kripke structure is a quadruple M := ⟨N ,≤,Next, V ⟩,
where N is the set of all natural numbers (for some extended
versions of LTL – the set of all integer numbers Z); ≤ is
the standard order on N , Next is the binary relation, where
a Next b means b is the number next to a. V is a valuation
of a subset S of Prop. Hence the valuation V assigns truth
values to elements of S. So, for any p ∈ S, V (p) ⊆ N , V (p) is
the set of all n from N where p is true (w.r.t. the valuation
V ).

All elements of N are possible states (worlds), ≤ is the
transition relation (which is linear in our case), and V can be
interpreted as labeling of the states with atomic propositions.
The triple ⟨N ,≤,Next⟩ is a Kripke frame which we will denote
for short by N .

The truth values in any Kripke structure M, can be ex-
tended from propositions of S to arbitrary formulas con-
structed from these propositions as follows:

∀p ∈ S (M, a) V p ⇔ a ∈ N ∧ a ∈ V (p);

(M, a) V (φ ∧ ψ) ⇔ (M, a) V φ ∧ (M, a) V ψ;

(M, a) V ¬φ ⇔ not[(M, a) V φ];

(M, a) V Nφ ⇔[[(a Next b)⇒(M, b) V φ]];

(M, a) V (φUψ) ⇔ ∃b[(a ≤ b) ∧ ((M, b) V ψ)∧
∀c[(a ≤ c < b) ⇒ (M, c) V φ]];

For a Kripke structure M := ⟨N ,≤,Next, V ⟩ and a formula
φ with letters from the domain of V , we say φ is valid in M
(denotation – M ⊩ φ) if, for any b of M (b ∈ N ), the formula
φ is true at b (denotation: (M, b) ⊩V φ).

The linear temporal logic LTL is the set of all formulas
which are valid in all infinite temporal linear Kripke structures
M based on N with standard ≤ and Next.

3 CD in Linear Temporal Logic Based at
Non-transitive Time

Our new non-transitive linear temporal logic is based at the
following frames and models. The base set of these frames is
N - the set of all natural numbers.

Definition 1. A linear non-transitive frame is F := ⟨N,≤
,Next, (

∪
i∈N{Ri})⟩, where for some fixed X ⊂ N , N =∪

i∈X,mi∈X,i<mi
[i,mi), and for all different i ∈ X intervals

[i,mi) have empty intersections. For any i from X and j from
[i,mi), Rj is the standard linear order on [j,mi]. For any i
from X, t(i) = mi and Node(F) := X (nodes of F).

Notice that we consider (
∪

i∈N{Ri}) as not a binary rela-
tion, but as the infinite countable set of finite binary relations
Ri. As earlier, we may define a modelM on F by introduction
a valuation V on F and extend it on all formulas as earlier,
but for formulas of sort φUψ we define the truth value as
follows:

Definition 2. For any a ∈ N :

(M, a) V (φ U ψ) ⇔

∃b[(aRab) ∧ ((M, b) V ψ) ∧ ∀c[(a ≤ c < b)⇒(M, c) V φ]];

(M, a) V Nφ ⇔ [(a Next b) ⇒ (M, b) V φ].

Definition 3. The logic LTLNT is the set of all formulas
which are valid in any model M with any valuation.

It is easy to see that the relation ⟨
∪

i∈N{Ri}⟩ is (generally
speaking) non-transitive, though any Ri is linear and transi-
tive.

Indeed, for example, let the model taken is when always
mi := i+3. Then we have 1R13 and 3R36, but none of 1R16,
1R36 or 1⟨

∪
i∈N{Ri}⟩6 holds.

The action of the relation ⟨
∪

i∈N{Ri}⟩ may be interpreted
as follows. The whole interval [i,mi] itself) may be seen as
the complete interval of time which agent i remember. In any
time point i+k it might be the new agent, or the same as the
old (previous) one - just those who inspect, but its name is
referred to i+k. Relations Rj for j ∈ [i,mi] inherit accessible
from i (interpretation is: j’s remember to past exactly the
same time as i itself, it was earlier but remember not bigger
as the agent in point i, so the one in i is most knowledgeable.

Thus, we may interpret this approach as i ∈ N is a time
point and [i,mi] is the time interval available for the agent
responsible for verification/reasoning in the time point i. The
name of the agent in this case is anonymous - those one who
is responsible for i. The CD framework may work in this for-
malization with reasonable preciseness – because it handles
loosing of information – via non-transitivity of time.

Being based at this interpretation, we may consider inter-
pretations of various aspects of knowledge E.g.

Examples :

(M, a) VKφ ⇔ (M, a) V [Nmφ] ∧ [Nm+1¬φ] ∧ [φ U ¬φ].

Here K acts to say that the knowledge coded by φ has been
achieved m ‘years’ ago: φ held in observable past in m years
from now, but it did not hold in m+ 1’s year from now, and
φ held true since m years ago until now.

(M, a) VK1φ ⇔ (M, a) V 2¬φ ∧3(¬φ ∧N(Kφ)).

Now K1 determines that φ was wrong in all observable time
in the past, but before it has been time interval of length m,
when φ was true (so to say it was a local temporal knowledge).

(M, a) VK2φ ⇔ (M, a) V

∧
i≤k

2
i¬φ ∧3

k(¬φ ∧N(Kφ)).

Here K2 says that φ was wrong in subsequent k ‘remem-
bered’ intervals in time, but before it has been in the past a
local knowledge for a time interval of length m. It is easy to
imagine (even being based at these simple examples) the wide
possibilities for the expression properties of knowledge in time
perspective (which might be achieved via the assumption that
time could be non-transitive).

CD may be illustrated in the suggested models as the pos-
sibility to find a state, where a statement φ is true. It is clear
that this may be described by formula CDφ := ⊤Uφ.

In order to reason about agent’s knowledge and CD in such
framework we need tools, computational tools, for determina-
tion valid statements. In mathematical terms this means solu-
tion of decision problem for our logic. We solved this problem:
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Theorem 1. Logic LTLNT is decidable; the satisfiability
problem for LTLNT is decidable: for any formula we can com-
pute if it is satisfiable and if yes to compute a valuation sat-
isfying this formula in a finite model of kind F(N(r, g)).

Thus, this theorem gives us a computational algorithm al-
lowing to verify satisfiability of statements, or, vise versa, to
verify that a statement is a law - the one true/valid in all mod-
els. This may be applied in CD framework for investigation if
there is a model (if there is a chance to find this model) sat-
isfying given specification described (formalized) by formula.
That is a typical task for knowledge representation and data
verification.
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Preliminary Case Study about Analysis Scenarios and 
Actual Data Analysis in the Market of Data 

Teruaki Hayashi1 and Yukio Ohsawa2 
 
Abstract.12 Decision making by using results of data analysis may 
reduce risks of actions and lead good performance in the field of 
real business. However, datasets are not obtained for free, and 
every action, such as analyses and acquisitions of data, requests the 
expenses. Therefore, it is important to form the hypotheses and 
make logical scenarios in advance from the information about 
datasets and analysis tools before the real actions. In this paper, 
based on the precondition, we conduct a workshop for observing a 
series of data utilization process, focusing on a gap between 
analysis scenarios and the actual analyses. Observing the actions of 
participants (discussion of data utilization and analysis, acquisition 
of data, or actual data analysis), we discuss the features of the gap 
between the scenarios and the real actions based on scenarios, and 
obtain suggestions for supporting data utilization. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Data analysis has been conducted in order to reduce the risk of the 
real action, and to support meaningful decision making. In recent 
years, with the wide spread of personal devices and the 
development of sensors, data such as consumer purchasing history 
or personal moving records have been able to be acquired, which 
used to be difficult to obtain. Therefore, there are the growing 
demands for creating new products or services by collecting and 
taking advantage of data. However, datasets are not obtained for 
free, and every action, such as analyses and acquisitions of data, 
requests the expenses. Data acquired by putting a lot of time and 
effort might be traded at a high price, and data containing a large 
amount of personal information might be evaluated higher. In 
addition, the analysis results of complex data may be necessary to 
be considered from various angles and interpreted considering 
several analytical techniques. Moreover, in creating new businesses 
based on the results obtained from data analysis, it is necessary to 
consider the stakeholders and required resources, which requires 
further costs. In other words, it costs a lot to obtain a series of 
relevant information for decision making. Therefore, it is 
considered important to create feasible scenarios in advance by 
discussing what hypotheses should be tested for achieving goals, 
what kinds of datasets are necessary to obtain for testing 
hypotheses, or what kinds of tools should be applied to data. 

However, there is a gap between analysis scenarios and the 
actual analyses. For example, when you start to test a hypothesis 
with data based on the analysis scenario and find the data 
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tokyo.ac.jp 
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unavailable, you have to achieve the goal in alternative ways, e.g., 
changing data for testing the hypothesis, or modifying the 
hypothesis based on available data. Such reworking of the product 
design and data analysis process has been recognized as a serious 
risk. An improper design process, such as not taking into account 
the cost and technical risk in the early stages of the product design, 
may cause the contradictions and conflicts in the latter stage of 
product design [1]. Thus, reworking in the design process is an 
important issue to be solved, and it is considered that the same 
problems may also occur in the planning process of data analysis. 

In this paper, we conduct a workshop for observing a series of 
data utilization process, focusing on a gap between analysis 
scenarios and the actual analyses. Observing the actions of 
participants (discussion of data utilization and analysis, acquisition 
of data, or real data analysis), we discuss the difficult parts in the 
planning and the implementing process of data analysis. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 
2, we show the methods for activating data utilization, Innovators 
Marketplace on Data Jackets and Action Planning. Section 3 
describes experimental details of the workshop. Section 4 shows 
the results of actual data analyses in the workshop and the 
discussion about participants’ data analysis processes. Finally, 
Section 5 concludes the paper with a brief review. 

2 TECHNIQUES FOR SUPPORTING 
DATA UTILIZATION AND EXCHANGE 

2.1 Data Jacket and Tool Jacket 
Data Jacket (hereafter DJ) is a summary of datasets, that is, meta-
data. We can understand the outline, format, or variables of data 
referring to meta-data on DJs, even if data itself is not open. DJ has 
been developed as a technique for sharing information of data and 
for considering the potential value of datasets, allowing data itself 
hidden [2, 3]. The idea of DJ is to share “a summary of data” as 
meta-data without sharing data itself, which enables stakeholders 
of data utilization to understand the contents of data and discuss the 
possible combinations of data, reducing the risk of data 
management cost and privacy. Moreover, the description rule of 
DJs enables datasets stored in different domains with various 
formats to be managed in a unified way. For example, when a pair 
of DJs shares the same variable labels, which is the name/meaning 
of a variable in a dataset, the datasets are possible to be combined 
through the shared variable labels, which makes it easy for decision 
makers to think of the combinations of datasets (Fig.1). 
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Figure 1.  The flowchart of describing datasets as DJs and the process 

of deriving values from the combination of datasets 
 
As there are different types of data in the world, there are 

various kinds of analysis tools. Tool Jacket (TJ) is the meta-data of 
analysis tools. TJ consists of a set of “the explanation of function”, 
“input variable labels” and “output variable labels”, which is the 
smallest unit for describing the attributes of analysis tools [4]. 
While DJ is the method for considering the usage and the potential 
value of datasets allowing data itself hidden for data owners, TJ is 
the method for evaluating the usage and the value of data analysis 
tools for data analysts (or for the inventors of data analysis tools). 

Reading DJs and TJs, stakeholders can understand the contents 
of data and analysis tools. In addition, by introducing a 
visualization method such as KeyGraph [5] to DJs and TJs, it is 
possible to combine data and tools through the input or output 
variable labels, which reduces the cognitive load of the participants 
and supports to find the potential combinations of data and tools. 
Currently, we published the portal site for DJs and TJs [6], and 
collected about 1000 DJs and 100 TJs from data analysts and 
researchers (June 2016). 

2.2 Innovators Marketplace on Data Jackets 
Although there are the expectations to create value from the 
combination of data, Bollier mentions that combining data from 
multiple sources does not offer valuable insights, and even it makes 
the objective interpretation difficult [7]. Boyd and Crawford 
criticize that the size of the datasets is meaningless without taking 
into account the sample of each dataset, and suggest the importance 
of understanding the values of small data stored in different 
domains [8]. Therefore, it is suggested that the setting of 
hypotheses derived from the understanding and appropriate 
combination of dataset or tool is important in the discussion about 
data utilization. However, the number of combinations of data and 
tools is innumerable, and the number of hypotheses may increase 
exponentially according to the growth of combinations of data and 
tools. It is difficult for humans to take into account all the 
combinations and extract necessary hypotheses for solving 
problems from various pieces of data, because of the cognitive 
limitations of the rationality of individuals [9]. 

In order to support the human creativity of data utilization, 
Innovators Marketplace on Data Jackets (IMDJ) is proposed, which 
is the gamified workshop for discussing the data utilization. In the 
process of IMDJ, we introduce tools for data visualization, e.g., 

KeyGraph [5]. Creating a map on which shows possible 
combinations of DJs by connecting DJs through variables labels or 
feature words included in DJs, it reduces the cognitive load of 
participants and supports them to find potential combinations of 
datasets. Data owners provide their datasets as DJs, and 
participants of IMDJ (data owners, data users, and data analysts) 
create solutions for solving data users’ problems stated as 
requirements. Through the communication among participants, 
data owners are expected to learn how to use their own data from a 
possible combination of DJs proposed by data analysts by reading 
a visualized map. Users are expected to learn how their 
requirements can be satisfied with proposed solutions. Through the 
process of IMDJ, participants start to negotiate for data exchange 
or buying/selling to create new businesses. 

2.3 Action Planning 
A scenario is a series of information derived from data or related 
knowledge. Human decision makers read, interpret, and perform 
actions according to the scenarios. Action Planning (AP) is a 
workshop method for creating scenarios, which is designed for 
formulating a discussion and leading atypical viewpoints and 
knowledge [10, 11]. Participants resolve conflicts and reduce risks 
of taking actions, through the process of externalizing and 
serializing related elements. AP has the following three phases for 
refining solutions proposed in IMDJ into scenarios. 
(1) Requirement Analysis phase: Requirement Analysis means the 

phase of acquiring covert requirements which targets do not 
recognize yet, through the discussion. Starting from targets’ 
overt requirements, participants find the background factors of 
overt requirements from objective data or suppositions with 
logical thinking, and clarify the covert requirements, potential 
stakeholders, and hypotheses to be tested. 

(2) Element Externalization phase: Externalizing related 
knowledge or information for creating solutions from the 
requirements or solutions clarified in Requirement Analysis 
phase. Externalized knowledge includes cost, time to realize 
solutions, resources (technologies, equipment, budget, and 
data/tools), and stakeholders (targets, supporters, dissidents). 

(3) Element Serialization phase: Serializing the knowledge and 
information considering relations among elements. 
Serialization means to find relationships among elements, and 
connect them to form a scenario by following particular rule 
sets (time management, business modeling, pseudo code, etc.). 

The scenario generation of AP proceeds by filling sheets. By 
planning actions resolving conflicts among participants with 
various viewpoints, created scenarios help participants perform and 
reduce risks of taking actions, i.e., actual data analysis or creating 
businesses. 

3 PRELIMINARY CASE STUDY 

3.1 Overview 
The purpose of this paper is to understand the features of the gap 
between the scenarios and the real actions based on scenarios, and 
to obtain suggestions for supporting data utilization. The essential 
precondition is that datasets are not obtained for free, and every 
action, such as analyses and acquisitions of data, requests the 
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expenses in the market of data. Therefore, we have to design a 
workshop to make participants consider analysis scenarios in 
advance from the information about datasets and analysis tools 
before the actual data analysis. In this study, we conduct a 
workshop as a preliminary case study assembling 18 researchers, 
businesspersons, and students in the department of engineering. 
We obtain and analyze the data about the parts where conflicts 
occur or where participants think difficult in the process of creating 
scenarios or analyzing data, by acquiring handwriting data using 
digital pens, observing the behaviors of participants, and the results 
of questionnaires after the workshop. 

We set the main theme of this workshop as “creating solutions 
for detecting human errors caused by fatigue of organizations or 
individuals”, which works as a common constraint to all 
participants of IMDJ and Action Planning. Three phases constitute 
the workshop.  

First, participants discuss and consider requirements or 
solutions according to the given theme in IMDJ. In the phase of 
IMDJ, participants discuss the requirements which are the sources 
of hypotheses, and the solutions which are the possible 
combinations of data and tools for testing hypotheses.  

Second, participants practice AP, and create analysis scenarios 
based on the requirements and solutions proposed in IMDJ. 
Participants make 6 teams (each team consists of 3 participants). 
Each team chooses highly evaluated solutions with requirements 
proposed in IMDJ. In the process of creating analysis scenarios in 
AP, each team hypothesizes the requirements according to the 
frameworks and items on the AP sheets. Describing the procedure 
of analyzing data in order to test the hypothesis using variable 
labels and pseudo code description, participants consider the 
possible set of variable labels as datasets and tools referring the 
combinations of data or tools proposed in IMDJ. 

Finally, participants practice the data analysis phase based on 
the analysis scenarios created in the phase of AP. Given the actual 
data corresponding to the DJs, participants analyze data for testing 
their hypotheses based on analysis scenarios. 

In the next section, we explain each phase in detail. 

3.2 Process of IMDJ Phase 
First of all, we explain the theme and the schedule of the workshop 
to the participants. After the brief lecture, participants practice 
IMDJ for 60 minutes, stating requirements or creating solutions 
based on the theme by combining DJs or TJs. In our previous 
experiments of IMDJ, because approximately 10 participants are 
appropriate for discussing the data utilization, we divide the 18 
participants into two groups at random. IMDJ in this workshop is 
conducted as follows. 
1. Preparing 39 DJs related to the theme in advance, and 

creating the scenario map by connecting the words shared 
among DJs, using KeyGraph [5]. Because we use KeyGraph 
only for reducing the cognitive load of participants by 
showing the possible connections of DJs, we do not discuss 
or compare the effect of the visualization tool in this paper. 
Fig.2 shows the scenario map. The titles of visualized 39 
DJs and their IDs are presented in Appendix (Table 3). 

2. Participants state their requirements from the standpoints of 
data users (about 15 minutes). 

3. Participants create solutions by combining DJs on the map 
for satisfying related requirements, from the standpoints of 

data analysts (about 45 minutes). When DJs on the map are 
insufficient to create solutions, participants are allowed to 
add DJs/TJs found from Data Jacket Store [12], which is the 
retrieval system of DJs/TJs, and use them for creating 
solutions. 

4. When data users’ requirements are satisfied with data 
analysts’ solutions, data users can pay toy money to data 
analysts for evaluating solutions. 

5. After repeating from step 2 to step 4 for 45 minutes, the 
highly evaluated solutions are chosen as the candidates for 
AP. 

In this workshop, 3 solutions were selected from each group (6 
solutions in total), and were refined as analysis scenarios in the 
process of AP. 
 

 
Figure 2.  The scenario map using KeyGraph (black nodes represent 

DJs, and red nodes show the keywords included in DJs. Each DJ is 
interlinked with related Data Jackets via correlated words shown as red 
nodes, e.g., the words in outlines of data, or in variable labels). 

3.3 Process of AP Phase 
We introduce the frameworks for supporting to generate analysis 
scenarios in AP. AP in this workshop consists of 3 parts, 
Requirement Hypothesization Part, Pseudo Code Description Part, 
and Data/Tool Externalization Part (Fig.3). 

Requirement Hypothesization means to refine a requirement to 
a description which is possible to discuss using data. For example, 
“We want to ease traffic congestions in the Olympics in Tokyo” is 
the requirement, which is difficult to discuss with data. When we 
refine this requirement to the hypothesis, e.g., “Interesting places 
may be different from the nationality of tourists”, it comes to be 
easy to consider how to test this hypothesis with data. In this case, 
it may be tested by using “tourist data including the places for 
sightseeing and their nationalities”. In other words, Requirement 
Hypothesization is the process of deriving a testable hypothesis 
from an ambiguous requirement, by considering the backgrounds, 
situations, or stakeholders of requirements according to the 
frameworks and items on the AP sheet. Pseudo Code Description is 
the part to consider the logical combinations of variable labels and 
analysis tools. Pseudo code is originally a description of the 
operating principle of an algorithm in natural language, which is 
often used for sketching out the structure of the program before the 
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actual coding takes place. By introducing Pseudo Code Description 
in the process of generating analysis scenarios, it comes to be 
possible to discuss the logic for obtaining expected results from the 
combinations of input/output variable labels and analysis tools, 
without actual datasets. Data/Tool Externalization is the process to 
describe the data or analysis tools required for data analysis, which 
is written when participants notice the data or tools through the 
process of hypothesizing or pseudo coding. 

In this workshop, in order to obtain the data about the parts 
where conflicts occur or where participants think difficult in the 
process of creating scenarios or analyzing data, we acquire 
handwriting data using digital pens device (Anoto Digital Pen DP-
201 by Hitachi Maxell Ltd.). The time stamps of handwriting can 
be obtained with digital pens, and we compare the thinking time in 
creating analysis scenarios, the results of data analysis, and the 
evaluation values of each team. 

 

 
Figure 3.  Action Planning sheet consists of three parts, Requirement 

Hypothesization Part, Pseudo Code Part, Data/Tool Externalization Part. 

3.4 Process of Data Acquisition and Analysis 
Phase 

In the phase of data analysis, participants analyze data and try to 
test hypotheses based on the analysis scenarios created in the phase 
of AP for 60 minutes. We hand out the actual data corresponding to 
the DJs and the laptop computers to each team. When participants 
notice that they need additional data or tools for testing their 
hypotheses during the analysis, we allow them to access and use 
the data or tools available on the Web. When participants have to 
change their hypotheses in the process of data analysis, we allow 
them to modify their hypotheses. 

After the practice, each team presents their results orally by 
showing their outcomes of analysis for 5 minutes, and has 
question-and-answer sessions after their presentations for 5 
minutes. After all the presentations, we have the mutual 
evaluations by voting. Each participant votes once for a team 
which carried out the best data analysis. In this workshop, we got 
19 votes from 18 participants and one organizer. 

4 RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
In this section, we show and discuss the results obtained by 
observing the participants’ performances in the workshop. In IMDJ 
phase, one group created 18 requirements and 12 solutions, the 
other created 22 requirements and 18 solutions, and there was no 
great difference between groups. Table 1 shows the 6 highly 
evaluated solutions with requirements created in IMDJ, which was 
refined as analysis scenarios in AP phase. 

In AP phase, we divided participants into 6 teams, and got 6 
analysis scenarios. Through the process of AP, the analysis 
scenarios of 5 teams (A, B, C, D, F) changed from the solutions in 
IMDJ. For example, the solution of team B (Table 1) changed into 
“Calculation of the mismatch rate and dissatisfaction analysis from 
the number of care workers in order to reduce the number of 
human errors in the field of nursing care”. On the other hand, the 
solution of team E did not change. The previous studies of AP 
mention that the ideas created in IMDJ (or Innovators Market 
Game, which is the former of IMDJ) may change through the 
process of AP. It can be said that the result in this workshop fits the 
fact of previous studies [10, 11]. 

 

 
Table 1. Highly evaluated solutions, requirements, and combined DJs (DJs corresponding to ID number is shown in the Appendix). 

Team Requirement Solution ID number of Combined DJs 

A We want to reduce the number of suicides. Preventing the suicides surveying the suicide 
rate statistics separated by gender. 822 

B 
We want to reduce stresses by making the 
processes and the tasks clear in the early part 
of projects. 

The system to distribute the tasks 
appropriately among project members. 813, 832 

C We want to know which is the most stressful 
business field. 

Comparing the labors’ health, living areas, 
the number of suicides with the companies 
that exploit its employees. 

818, 822, 835, 827 

D - Extracting the keywords of harassment. 828, 830 

E - Examining the correlation between stock 
prices and paid vacations. 675, 815 

F We want to learn the habitual patterns of 
businesspersons who have less stress. 

Examining the relationship between stresses 
and daily life log. 298, 667 
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We obtained handwriting data of teams using digital pens, and 
visualized the tracks of handwritings after the workshop. Fig.4 is 
an example of handwriting track of Action Planning in team B. As 
is shown in Fig.4, there are some parts where tracing back occurs 
from Externalization of Data/Tool to Pseudo Code Description. 
The transition from Externalization of Data/Tool to Pseudo Code 
Description indicates that a member of team B noticed required 
variable labels in discussing the part of Externalization of 
Data/Tool, and added the related information to the prior parts. 

 

 
Figure 4.  One example of a visualized writing track of Action Planning 

in team B 
 
Table 2 shows the transitions on the AP sheets of each team and 

the evaluation values of the results of the actual data analysis based 
on analysis scenarios. The evaluation values of team B and F are 
relatively lower than other teams. As shown in the transition on the 
sheet, team B frequently moves from Pseudo Code Part and 
Data/Tool Externalization Part. In other words, team B frequently 
noticed the inconsistencies in their scenario, and resolved the 
conflicts. According to the previous study, allowing the cost of 
time and reworking, the quality of scenarios may develop [13]. 
However, because the time was limited to 60 minutes for creating 
analysis scenarios in this workshop, team B may not have enough 
time to improve their scenario. On the other hand, because team F 
took too long time in Requirement Hypothesization Part, it can be 
said that they may not have enough time to discuss Pseudo Code 
Part and got the low evaluation. 

 
Table 2. The transitions on the Action Planning sheet and evaluation values 

of the results of data analysis 
Team Sequence Evaluation Value 

A 1 → 2 6 
B 1 → 3 → 2 → 3 → 2 → 3 → 2 0 
C 1 → 2 → 3 4 
D 1 → 3 → 2 1 
E 1 → 2 8 
F 1 0 

1: Requirement Hypothesization Part 
2: Pseudo Code Part 

3: Data/Tool Externalization Part 
 

Moreover, we compare how much time each team considered 
the part of Pseudo Code, which is the most important part of actual 
data analysis, with evaluation values. We adopt an experimental 
method of Ikegami & Ohsawa [14] and Hayashi & Ohsawa [13] for 
calculating thinking time using a digital pen (𝑇𝑇). They define 
thinking time as a period that participants stop their handwriting 
for over 5 seconds (1). 𝑡 means a time stamp obtained by a digital 
pen. 

𝑇𝑇 = (𝑡! − 𝑡!!!)  𝑖𝑓 𝑡! − 𝑡!!! > 5 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠  (𝑖 ∈ ℕ) (1) 

As a result, we found the positive correlation between thinking 
time in Pseudo Code Part in AP and evaluation values of the results 
of data analysis (Fig.5), where the correlation coefficient is 0.84. 
This result suggests that a team which spends enough time of 
discussion in considering pseudo code for actual data analysis, may 
obtain a result which is evaluated higher. 

In addition, in the questionnaires after the workshop, most of 
the participants answered that Pseudo Code Part is hard to consider, 
and the technique for supporting the description is required. 
According to the examination of the results of this workshop and 
the answers of participants, it is necessary to propose the technique 
for supporting Pseudo Code Description in the future. 

 

 
Figure 5.  The correlation between thinking time in Pseudo Code Part in 

AP and evaluation values of the results of data analysis 

5 CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we held a workshop as the preliminary case study for 
observing a series of data utilization process, and discussed the 
difficult parts in the planning and the implementing process of data 
analysis. The essential precondition of this workshop is that 
datasets are not obtained for free, and every action, such as 
analyses and acquisitions of data, requests the expenses. Therefore, 
we design the workshop to make participants consider analysis 
scenarios first, i.e., considering the hypotheses and making logical 
scenarios in advance from the information about datasets and 
analysis tools before the actual data analysis. Through the 
observation, we found that there was the correlation between the 
thinking time of Pseudo Code Part and the evaluation values of the 
results of actual data analysis. This result suggests that if Pseudo 
Code Part (the structure and the process of data analysis) is 
discussed sufficiently before the actual coding takes place, a result 
of data analysis may work well and be evaluated higher. 

In addition, some participants answered that the most difficult 
part in the phase of creating data analysis scenarios was Pseudo 
Code Part in the questionnaire. In our future work, it is necessary 
to support participants to describe pseudo code. 
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APPENDIX 
Following table is the list of Data Jackets used for creating the 

scenario map using KeyGraph, which are visualized on the map of 
Fig.2 (translated in English). 

 
Table 3. The list of Data Jacket introduced in the workshop 

DJ ID DJ Title 

298 Personal sleep data using Sleep Meister 
546 The number of households and population in Sabae City 
557 Transportation fee of census 
560 Rail and bus terminal transfer time and transfer distance t 
592 Graduates employment situation of Sabae City 
599 Occupational Accidents in Sabae City 
620 Survey data of travel and tourism consumption 
653 Municipal housing situation of Sabae City 
661 Survey data of salary statistics 
662 Survey data of private companies 
663 Survey data of declared income tax 
664 Annual report of National Tax Agency 
667 Survey data of daily life from 1992 to 2014 
670 Trade statistics 
671 Annual report of food statistics 
675 Stock index 
681 Articles of Yomiuri News Paper 
789 twitter text data 
790 facebook text data 
814 Data of traffic accidents 
815 Unemployment rate in the US 
816 Survey on suicides 
818 Survey data of labors' health 
819 The images of Voynich Manuscript 

822 WHO survey on suicide rate statistics separated by 
gender in Japan in 2009 

823 Weekly average working hours separated by gender and 
categories of business 

824 Investigation of pending status of disputes cases relating 
to education staff 

825 The number of taken paid holidays by categories and 
sizes of business 

826 Black companies (the companies that exploit its 
employees) Prize 

827 Frequency rate and severity rate of labor accidents 
separated by categories of business 

828 Survey data of harassments in Nagasaki University 

829 Salary and years of service separated by gender and 
categories of business 

830 The report on workplace harassments 

831 Data of communications between management and 
workers 

832 Satisfaction with family life 
833 Complaint and dissatisfaction data of labors 

834 Administration data of medical institutions separated by 
local Bureau of Health and Welfare 

835 Functional medical information separated by prefectures 
836 Care service information separated by prefectures 
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Mini session on Data Curation in the

Market of Data

organised by Teruaki Hayashi

Department of Systems Innovation� School of Engineering� The

University of Tokyo� Japan

Abstract

The usage of data and the exchange of data have come to be discussed and active in the Market
of Data� However� a method to discover data related to his�her actions from the accumulation
of massive small data in the world has not been established� Therefore� there is the gap between
users who want to discover data related to their interests and data holders who want to provide
their data� In this special session of EWCDDS��� we discuss �Data Curation in the Market
of Data�� which is the management of data collected from various sources including not only
public data but also private data stored by private companies or individuals� In the �rst half of
this session� we show some practical examples of the gaps between data users and data holders�
and discuss the necessity of Data Curation� In the second half� we conduct the brief workshop
to consider of a method for selecting valuable data by extracting latent requirements from the
data users� requests� This session is open to all the participants in ECAI�����
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